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Mayor candidates debate purpose of government
By JP RODRIGUEZ
staff writer

Renter’s rights and street
parking were big issues at
Friday’s mayoral debate
between incumbent Logan
Mayor Randy Watts and opponent Mike Morrill.
The debate, organized by
Associated Students of Utah
State University (ASUSU),
was held at the International
Ballroom of the Taggart
Student Center at 12:30 p.m.
“I would first ask Logan
city for an initiative to accept
our own ordinances,” Morrill
said in regards to the landlord
licensing ordinance currently
under consideration by the
Logan Municipal Council.
He said current laws offer
rights to tenants, such as a
requirement that landlords
cannot enter a rented unit
without giving a 24-hour
notification and permission to
make requested repairs.
He said this licensing
requirement will add another
layer of government and fees
of up to $50 for licenses, along
with the cost of variances, will
increase rent prices for students.
“What we need is a responsible, better government,”
Morrill said. “Everyone who
doesn’t think they have rights
as a renter, you’re mistaken.”
Watts said while laws offer
renters some protection in
the form of landlord-tenant
agreements, some landlords

MAYORAL INCUMBENT RANDY WATTS AND CANDIDATE MIKE MORRILL took questions from USU students Friday in
the Taggart Student Center International Ballroom. The candidates discussed renter’s rights, street parking and the purpose of government.
PETE P. SMITHSUTH photos

do not respect them and bully
their tenants with threats of
eviction. He said few people
are aware of what the current
law is and are not educated
to recognize safety hazards

caused by illegal modification
of rental units.
Watts said the license fee
will not be significant enough
to raise rent prices. The city
council may require landlords

to take classes about city laws
and safety regulations for
rental units, he said.
Another important issue
was parking rights. This came
with a question about the city’s

beautification plan requiring
to retake and tear down many
of the city-owned parking
strips in residential neighborhoods to restore grass and
trees in these areas.

Morrill said he wants a city
with more green areas and
trees; however, he feels the city
has mishandled the process.
Morrill said he has spend
much of his time and money
to purchase properties to turn
into parking areas in his neighborhood to keep cars from
cluttering the streets.
Watts said this has been an
unpopular process. He said the
city has made mistakes; however, the problem is because the
city allowed the public-owned
parking strips to degrade,
especially in rental properties
with inadequate parking space
where students park vehicles in
grass and public areas.
He said proper parking
should be provided away from
these public areas by landlords, and the citizens of Logan
should not be expected to put
up with the cost of landlords
who do not provide enough
parking places for their tenants.
Morrill said removing these
parking strips from homes in
residential areas forced cars
to park on the street, and
this becomes a safety issue in
places where children play. He
said the city has made biased
decisions in choosing to take
away parking strips from some
propriety while leaving others
untouched.
“It is who you know, not
what you know,” Morrill said.
“That is what is wrong.”

- See MAYOR, page 3

New USU Slow Food on Campus chapter supports Cache farmers
By CATHERINE MEIDELL
assistant news editor

Local food traditions have been lost over
the decades and graduate student Allie
Scott is working on establishing a Slow
Food on Campus chapter to create support for Cache Valley farmers, she
said.
The Slow Food movement is nationally recognized
with international extensions
and was created in hopes of
decelerating the rapid pace
of consumerism in the
sustainable food industry.
A campus Slow
Food chapter is necessary because college
students are among
the biggest abusers of
processed foods, eating whatever is most
convenient, said Scott,
who previously worked
as an intern for Food
Service Management at
University of Notre Dame.
She said, “The closer
you source the food, the less
harm to the environment. It’s
safer and also tastes better.”
Universities from
Harvard to Princeton to the City
College of San Fransisco are supporting the Slow Food movement. Not only
are students excited about establishing
Slow Food in Utah, USU faculty voiced that
it’s a necessary movement to introduce to Cache
Valley. One of these supporters is Dawn Holzer, USU
plant protection and quarantine officer who said

MCT CAMPUS photo
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apples consumed seem to be fresh, but in reality
they are three months old and more than likely shot
with gas for storage purposes.
Physics professor Allen Howard said, “People
are always getting illnesses, and they don’t know
where it’s coming from,” which Howard attributes to
unhealthy eating habits.
Scott said she was prompted to create a chapter
because USU is an agricultural school so “it makes a
lot of sense.”
There are a lot of ways to be a slow-food user in
Cache Valley, especially for students who have access
to the Student Organic Farm, which has been selling
produce every Wednesday on the Taggart Student
Center Patio. The Slow Food movement ensures local
food businesses have the support they need to continue producing food so Cache Valley residents have
the opportunity to enjoy organic foods daily, Scott
said.
“We have a different climate from Salt Lake. We
can grow enough food to feed us here,” said slowfood supporter and career counselor Peg Hennon.
Hennon said she has recently started her own
small organic farm in Wellsville.
Slow Food is an organization of “bioneers,” a
term coined by Kenny Ausbel in 1990 that envelopes
the “emerging culture of social and scientific innovators who are mimicking nature’s operating instructions to serve human ends while enriching the web
of life,” according to www.bioneers.org.
Scott said, as a supporter of the Slow Food movement, she participates in Community Supporter
Agriculture, which allows her to buy a share of a
farmer’s produce. With the purchase of one share for
$150, Scott said she is given an “abundant” bag of
fresh produce for 16 weeks. She said for the amount
of food she receives every week through the program, her food bill is comparatively less than what it
would be if she bought the same amount of produce
at a grocery store.

- See FOOD, page 4
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ClarifyCorrect
The policy of The Utah
Statesman is to correct any error
made as soon as possible. If you
find something you would like
clarified or find unfair, please
contact the editor at statesmaneditor@aggiemail.usu.edu

Celebs&People
LOS ANGELES (AP) – A
judge granted “American Idol”
host Ryan Seacrest a temporary
restraining order against a man
arrested on
suspicion of
stalking the
radio and television host.
Seacrest’s
attorneys
obtained the SEACREST
order hours
after they say Chidi Benjamin
Uzomah Jr. was detained at the
E! Entertainment Television
headquarters in Los Angeles.
The filing claims Uzomah
was carrying a knife and was
trying to see the popular television and radio host.

NewsBriefs
Mother stabs son

BERGENFIELD, N.J. (AP)
– A New Jersey mother whose
inability to understand English
apparently misled her to believe
that her children would be taken
away stabbed her 8-year-old son
with a steak knife, then tried to
kill herself, police said.
Elida Marroquin was
charged with attempted murder, aggravated assault, child
endangerment and weapons
offenses following Saturday’s
incident at the family’s home in
Bergenfield. Both she and the
child were expected to recover
from their wounds.

LateNiteHumor
Thursday, Oct. 29, 2009 –
Top 10 Revelations In Chad
Ochocinco’s Autobiography.
10. The book is all about my
life as a hockey mom from
Alaska.
9. I was once put on the disabled list when they found an
ocho in my cinco.
8. During the season my QB
Carson Palmer and I sleep in
bunk beds.
7. I’m going to ask Tom Hanks
to play me in the movie.
6. There’s nothing like winding down after a big game
with a Red Bull and a DVR of
“Tyra.”
5. I like tacos.
4. Brett Favre is so old, his
social security number is 1.
3. Terrell Owens doesn’t like
it when you criticize his teammate.
2. I’m planning a special
touchdown celebration that
involves pulling a dancing
raccoon out of my pants.
1. I thank the Lord every day I
don’t play for the Lions.

Afghan challenger drops out of runoff election
KABUL (AP) – President Hamid
Karzai’s challenger withdrew Sunday
from next weekend’s runoff election,
effectively handing the incumbent a
victory but raising doubts about the
government’s credibility at a time when
the U.S. is seeking an effective partner
in the war against the Taliban.
Former Foreign Minister Abdullah
Abdullah said he made his decision
after Karzai turned down his demands
for changes to the Independent Election
Commission and other measures that
he said would prevent massive fraud,
which marred the first round of balloting on Aug. 20.
Abdullah stopped short of calling
for an electoral boycott and urged his
followers “not to go to the streets, not
to demonstrate.”
AFGHANISTAN’S PRESIDENTIAL CHALLENGER Abdullah Abdullah gesAzizullah Lodin, the head of the
tures after announcing his decision not to participate in Afghanistan’s runoff election
Karzai-appointed commission, said he
would have to confer with constitution- during a press conference in Kabul, Afghanistan, Sunday. AP photo
al lawyers before deciding later Sunday announce a decision, but the war has
fraud.
whether the runoff would proceed
intensified in the meantime. October
Karzai’s campaign spokesman,
without Abdullah. Technically, it is too was the deadliest month of the war for
Waheed Omar, said it was “very unforlate for Abdullah to formally withdraw. U.S. forces, with at least 57 American
tunate” that Abdullah had withdrawn
Kai Eide, the top U.N. official in
deaths.
but that the Saturday runoff should
Afghanistan, said in a statement that
Before the announcement, U.S.
proceed.
the next step is to “bring this electoral
Secretary of State Hillary Rodham
“We believe that the elections have
process to a conclusion in a legal and
Clinton downplayed the importance
to go on, the process has to complete
timely manner.”
of an Abdullah withdrawal, saying it
itself, the people of Afghanistan have to
The statement did not address
would not undermine the legitimacy of be given the right to vote,” Omar said.
whether the runoff should go forthe election.
However, Karzai said in a stateward, though U.N. spokesman Aleem
“I don’t think it has anything to do
ment released by his office that he
Siddique said it looked impractical.
with the legitimacy of the election,”
would accept any order issued by the
“It’s difficult to see how you can
Clinton told reporters Saturday in Abu Independent Election Commission.
have a runoff with only one candidate,” Dhabi. “It’s a personal choice.”
In an emotional speech, Abdullah
Siddique said.
Nevertheless, the contentious electold supporters that the KarzaiA clouded electoral picture further
toral process has divided anti-Taliban
appointed election commission had
complicates the Obama administragroups at a time when the U.S., and its
engineered massive fraud in the
tion’s efforts to decide whether to
allies are pressing for unity in the face
first-round vote, but his demands for
send tens of thousands more troops to
of growing insurgent strength.
replacing the top leadership had been
Afghanistan to battle the Taliban and
U.S. officials pressured Karzai into
rejected.
its al-Qaida allies.
agreeing to a runoff after U.N.-backed
“I will not participate in the Nov.
The White House has been waitauditors threw out nearly a third of his
7 election,” Abdullah said, because a
ing for a new government in Kabul to
votes from the August ballot, citing
“transparent election is not possible.”

He later told reporters that he was
not calling for a boycott, but instead
leaving it up to his supporters to decide
whether to vote if a runoff goes forward
on Saturday.
He said he made the decision “with
a lot of pain” and hoped his withdrawal
would “give the people of Afghanistan a
chance to move on.”
As recently as Saturday night,
Abdullah staffers were saying he would
call for supporters to boycott and for
the runoff to be delayed until spring
with an interim government in place
until then.
Eide, of the U.N., and U.S.
Ambassador Karl Eikenberry were
negotiating with the two late into the
night about a power-sharing deal, said
a Western diplomat familiar with the
talks. The person spoke on condition of
anonymity because of the sensitivity of
the information.
During the talks, Abdullah
demanded the removal of three key
election officials, suspension of three
Cabinet members and constitutional
changes that would give him a say in
the appointment of ministers and in
major policy decisions, according to an
Afghan close to the Karzai campaign
who spoke on condition of anonymity
because he was not supposed to talk
about the confidential discussions.
The negotiations broke down early
Sunday morning when Karzai ultimately rejected the deal. If they had
succeeded, Abdullah would have conceded rather than simply withdrawn
his candidacy, the diplomat said.
The fact that Abdullah did not go so
far as to boycott could mean he is leaving open a window for further talks.
Abdullah said he made his final
decision to take a softer stance out of
consideration of the costs in terms of
lives, resources, and time and effort.

Anguish over California teen suicides spurs action
PALO ALTO, Calif. (AP) – Grim news hit this
university town in late October just two days before a
PTA forum on teenage stress: Another Palo Alto teen
had died after stepping in front of a commuter train,
the fourth such suicide in less than six months.
With hundreds of parents crowding the forum,
school Superintendent Kevin Skelly told the anxious
gathering that the latest death was “a cruel irony”
because city officials were working to prevent another
tragedy. “We have all experienced situations where,
despite every effort, results fall short of our hopes,”
Skelly said.
Experts have struggled to understand what generates clusters of teen suicides, a phenomenon that
breaks into a community’s awareness when they occur
in a public place, as they did in Palo Alto. But officials
in this San Francisco peninsula city of about 59,000
say they’re deploying a wide array of approaches to
stop it from growing.
Those efforts are moving with greater urgency
since the most recent suicide on Oct. 19 that involved
a 16-year-old male student at Henry M. Gunn High
School. Two other Gunn students, a 17-year-old boy
in May and a 17-year-old girl a month later, also took
their own lives on the train tracks. A 13-year-old girl
died the same way in August, days before she was to
become a Gunn freshman. At least one Gunn student,
another 17-year-old boy, was prevented from killing
himself in June after his mother followed him to the
tracks.
“There is no single answer. There is not necessarily a cumulative set of answers either,” said Greg
Hermann, a spokesman for Palo Alto, which convened
a task force of psychologists, clergy and others to prepare a response plan. “There are intelligent steps we

can be taking.”
Police patrol the tracks while city officials negotiate with the railroad on a design to make them less
accessible. Students are discouraged from erecting
shrines at the sites, which might romanticize the
deaths, and the media has been asked not to make
public those locations.
Some of the high school’s 1,900 students also have
created T-shirts with the message “Talk to Me” and
formed pacts not to harm themselves. One student
left bracelets made of heart-shaped walnut shells for
others in need of cheering up to find. A group posts
optimistic notes around campus.
Joyce Liu, a 17-year-old senior, created a peer-run
support group that staffs a table during free periods
and hosts a social networking site where classmates
can find someone to listen. She also created a Web
site called “Henry M. Gunn Gives Me Hope,” where
teachers and students share random acts of kindness
and beauty that have come their way.
“A lot of the time, the problem is no one really
knows the exact reason why someone would step on
the tracks,” she said. “People keep on searching for
answers, but sometimes you won’t ever really know
because the person is not here anymore.”
Vastly different communities that have been in the
same situation also had valuable lessons to offer. One
that resonated deeply in Palo Alto was that suicide can
be contagious and should be treated as a public health
crisis.
Merily Keller, a founder of the Texas Suicide
Prevention Council, tried to “prevent a downward spiraling of grief” when her 18-year-old son became the
fifth and last boy to die in a suicide cluster in Austin,
Texas, in 2000. She and her husband buried him at

a family ranch so his friends could not gather at his
grave site without adult supervision.
“One of the biggest risk factors is knowing
another kid who has died by suicide,” said Keller, who
described that particular warning sign as having “a
different quality.”
“It’s like juggling something – if you have too many
risk factors, they are going to crash,” she said.
Suicide is the third-leading cause of death among
people between the ages of 15 and 24 in the United
States, according to the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention. But school, social stress, romantic
problems or even having a classmate who died by
suicide are rarely big enough triggers alone to cause a
teenager to end his or her life, said Madeline Gould, a
Columbia University psychiatrist. She found evidence
of 50 suicide clusters nationwide between 1987 and
1996.
The clusters, which resulted in about 200 deaths,
constituted 2 percent or fewer of all youth suicides
during that period, she said.
“These poor kids died from an untreated psychiatric illness, or undertreated. It’s not as if it’s a mysterious thing and it’s not as if it’s not preventable,” Gould
said. “Unfortunately, there is the misconception that if
someone wants to die by suicide, it’s inevitable. That’s
not the case. The impulse to kill yourself waxes and
wanes.”
Alex Crosby, a CDC epidemiologist, said not
enough research has been done on clusters to know
why the deaths stop. Is it due to intensive responses
like the one in Palo Alto, “or did they run their own
course and go away because maybe some of the
already vulnerable folks had been susceptible?” he
said.
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Soil scientists take 1st in regional competition Briefs
BY USU MEDIA RELATIONS

Utah State University’s Soils
Team earned first place in overall
team competition at the Northwest
Regional Soils Contest Oct. 17 at the
University of Idaho, Moscow.
USU bested competitors from
Idaho and Oregon. As the top team,
the Aggies earned the opportunity to
compete in the National Collegiate
Soils Contest to be held in March
2010 at Texas Tech University in
Lubbock.

USU team members are undergraduates Teresa Hole Allpress, an
environmental soil and water science
major; Shannon Babb, a watershed
and earth systems major; Brook
Fonnesbeck, an environmental soil
and water science major and civil and
environmental engineering major and
Melissa Jackson, a geology major with
emphasis in geoarchaeology.
In addition to their achievements
in the team contest, the Aggies
excelled in individual competition with Fonnesbeck, Jackson and

Allpress earning first, third and fifth
places, respectively.
Team coach John Lawley, research
associate and faculty adviser Janis
Boettinger, professor; both faculty
members in the department of plants,
soils and climate, accompanied the
team to the Palouse region of northern Idaho and southeastern Oregon
for a day of practice prior to the competition. The group studied mollisols
– a soil order found in loess or sediment formed by glaciers and wind, as
well as andisols – soils formed from

8,000-year-old Mt. Mazama ash near
Crater Lake.
Sponsored by the Soil Science
Society of America, the national soils
contest and its regional qualifying
competitions challenge undergraduates to describe, classify and interpret
soils and landscapes. At the spring
2009 national competition, held in
Missouri, USU placed fourth out of 24
universities. Allpress, Fonnesbeck and
Jackson competed on the 2009 team
and return, with Babb, for the 2010
competition.

Mayor: Candidate asks students to vote in upcoming election
-continued from page 1
During the portion open to students’ questions, Ty Mortensen asked
Watts why family homes get free
street-parking permits while student
renters have to pay a $200 fee per car
per year.
“Single families haven’t created a
new use,” Watts said.
He said these families have not
modified the house, and as children
grow they may move a car to the
street. He said the homes talked about
are those modified from single families to duplexes and triplexes.
“When you venture out and you
have a business, and you move it out
into the citizen’s right-of-way, which is
the parkways, then you’re encroaching
upon everybody else,” Watts said.
He said businesses are required
to provide enough parking for their
customer, and the same should be for
rental units.
Morrill said equal access should
be given to all properties. One way
to solve this problem would be to put ASUSU EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT SPENCER LEE monitors the debate between Randy Watts and Mike Morrill
parking lots in key locations through- in the Taggart Student Center Friday, left to right. PETE P. SMITHSUTH photo
out Logan and work with schools to
includes you people at Utah State
In his conclusion, Morrill said,
debate had more than 100 people in
allow citizens to use their parking
University.”
“Regardless
of
how
you
feel,
please
attendance.
spaces at night, he said after the
Morrill
said,
“The
proper
role
of
go
down
and
vote
for
one
of
us,
and
“I wanted to create an environdebate.
government is to provide a functional get your friends to get out and vote. I
ment where candidates felt they had
“I will not sit here and say that
infrastructure. We need sidewalks
would hope you vote for me.”
to campaign to students,” Lee said.
parking will be free on the street,”
everywhere
in
Logan
city.”
The
debate
was
the
last
of
a
series
He hopes these events will help
Watts said after the debate. “The
He
said
he
feels
the
lack
of
sideof
events
for
Civic
Awareness
Week
students
become more aware of events
incentive now is gone for what had
walks is an issue of safety and inhiborganized by ASUSU, said Spencer
in Logan’s community and current
(previously) happened on the park
its access for handicapped people
Lee, ASUSU executive vice president
issues such as renter’s and parking
strips.”
and
has
been
neglected
by
previous
who
monitored
the
debate.
He
said
rights that USU students have.
To open the debate, both candiadministrations.
other
events
included
last
Monday’s
“People have been talking,” Lee
dates were asked what they believe the
Watts said Morrill and his previdebate on controversial topics, the city said. “We have helped students be
role of city government is.
ous two opponents used the sidewalk
council debate and The Party Party
more civically engaged, which is really
“The number one thing on my
issue
as
one
of
many
topics
used
to
event.
the goal.”
list is the safety of the citizens of
attack
him.
ASUSU
began
planning
this
debate
– jprodriguez78@gmail.com
this community,” Watts said. “That
in July, Lee said. He said the mayoral

PoliceBlotter
Saturday, Oct. 24
• The USU Police Department was requested to
respond to assist North Park Police on a suspicious person call in Logan. Officers arrived,
located and questioned the individual. The individual was arrested for public intoxication and
transported to the Cache County Jail.
• USU Police responded to the women’s softball
field for a report of an injured deer inside the
fence. The deer could not stand up due to a broken leg. A department of natural resource’s officer was called and took care of the animal.
• USU Police responded to the West parking lot
of Aggie Village for a report of a woman riding
on the hood of a car. Upon arrival, police determined that it was a domestic dispute between
husband and wife. Police are investigating.
• Police assisted an individual in trying to locate
his vehicle. Police learned that the vehicle had
been repossessed by the lending institution.
Sunday, Oct. 25
• USU Police responded to a report of drug use
in Mountain View Tower. Upon arrival, police
were unable to observe any evidence of drug use
in the building. Housing also checked the area
but were unable to find any evidence of drug use.
• USU Police responded to a report of several
individuals who were unable to exit the elevator
in Mountain View Tower. Police contacted the
elevator technician who assisted the individuals
in exiting the elevator.

• While doing traffic patrol, police stopped a
vehicle for expired registration plates. Upon further investigation, police learned that the driver
had a warrant for his arrest. The driver was
arrested and booked into the Cache County Jail
for the warrant.

• USU Police responded to the HPER Building
for a report of a female that had passed out in the
locker room. Upon arrival, officers found a USU
fire marshal taking care of the individual. Logan
emergency personnel transported the female by
ambulance to the Logan Regional Hospital.

• USU Police responded to the emergency phone
near the Big Blue parking terrace for a report of a
found child. Upon arrival, police spoke with the
child who said he had become lost while trying
to walk home. USU Police contacted Logan City
Police who were investigating a lost child to the
east of campus. USU Police transported the child
to the Public Safety Office where the mother of
the child verified that he was her child. The child
was then released to the mother.

• USU Police assisted Logan police with an individual who ran from an officer during a traffic
stop. USU Police assisted in searching the surrounding area with several other agencies. After a
Utah Highway patrol trooper and a Cache County
deputy located the individual, USU Police assisted in taking the individual into custody.

Tuesday, Oct. 27
• USU Police responded to assist Logan police on
a prowler in progress below the Aggie Terrace.
USU Police started searching on foot through the
block and located the suspects. Cache County
Sheriff’s deputies and Logan police arrived and
arrested the two individuals.
• Police responded to the facilities building on an
animal problem. A bat was captured in one of the
offices of the building. Police transported the bat
to a safe location and released the flying critter.
• Police responded to the University Inn on a
theft report. Police are investigating.
• USU Police responded to the Living Learning
Community where a student “mooned” several
people from his window. Police are investigating.

Monday, Oct. 26

Wednesday, Oct. 28

• USU Police responded to the Mountain View
Tower East parking lot for a report of a window
broken out of a vehicle. This investigation is continuing.

• USU Police assisted an individual with getting
into her vehicle after the door froze shut. Police
were able to get into the vehicle.

• Police responded to Davis Hall on a fire alarm.
The alarm was caused by burning food. The
alarm was reset.

Contact USU Police at 797-1939
for non-emergencies.
Anonymous reporting line: 797-5000
EMERGENCY NUMBER: 911

• Police received a theft report that occurred in
the technology building. Complainant informed
the police that a blue Miller welder has been stolen from the shop area. Police are investigating at
this time.

Thursday, Oct. 29
• USU Police officers were dispatched to the
Aggie Terrace on an individual who was having a
problem getting out. The individual had dropped
his card while trying to open the gate. When he
reached out to get his card the gate closed and
his card would no longer work. Police opened the
gate so he could leave the parking garage. No further action was taken.
Friday, Oct. 30
• USU Police responded to the Living Learning
Center for a report of cigarette smoke in an apartment. Police turned the case over to housing to
fine the individual.
• USU Police responded to the Fine Arts Visual
Building for a fire alarm. Upon arrival, police
learned that the alarm had been triggered by a
fog machine. The alarm was silenced and reset
without further incident.
• Police filed a criminal mischief report that
occurred outside of building B of the Living
Learning Center. Complainant said someone
damaged his front bicycle tire while it was locked
at the front of the building. Police are investigating.
-Compiled by Rachel A. Christensen

Campus & Community

USU museum to host
anthropology scholar
The USU Museum of
Anthropology Saturday’s at the
Museum series hosts noted scholar Dennis O’Rourke, professor of
anthropology at the University
of Utah, as a guest speaker in
the Saturdays at the Museum
series and an earlier presentation. O’Rourke first speaks Friday,
Nov. 6, at 11:30 a.m., and then
Saturday, Nov. 7, at 1 p.m.
“Dr. O’Rourke is a respected
scholar and expert on ancient
DNA,” said USU student and
Saturday’s program planner
Deborah Neville. “He and his
archaeologist colleagues use DNA
to evaluate the genetic histories of
populations.”
During both lecture sessions,
O’Rourke will discuss his work
with ancient and modern DNA in
Alaska, focusing on how the use
of ancient and modern genetic
data can identify signatures in
population migration, colonization and expansion in the North
American High Arctic. Friday’s
lecture session will be hosted in
the Engineering Building, Room
101. Saturday’s session is hosted
in the Museum of Anthropology,
Old Main, Room 252.

USU gives Professional
Achievement Award
The Jon M. Huntsman School
of Business has recognized a former student who has gone on to
become the CFO of the fifth largest bottler in the United States
with the school’s Professional
Achievement Award.
Christine Buckley, the CFO of
Swire Coca-Cola in the United
States, visited USU to receive
the award during the Partners
In Business Annual Accounting
Seminar.
Swire Coca-Cola is a franchise
of Coca-Cola and the Utah-based
company produces and distributes 40 million cases of soda for
more than five million customers
every year. Swire Coca-Cola estimates people consume 2.4 million
servings of the soda it bottles
each day. The company, which is
based in Draper serves nine states
and has plants in West Valley City
and Fruitland, Idaho.
Douglas D. Anderson, dean of
the Huntsman School of Business,
recognized Buckley for the high
ethical standards she has set in
her work.
Anderson said when presenting Professional Achievement
Awards, the Huntsman School of
Business seeks to “honor alumni
who have proven successful and
can show, by example, how innovative, ethical leadership, coupled
with the right analytical skills,
can lead to success in our international marketplace.”
Anderson said Buckley encourages her staff to further their
education in college, she lets them
earn the right to use flex time and
she helps shape employee-friendly
policies. She brings employees
and leaders in to corporate headquarters for training and team
building on a regular basis. She
also is involved in helping the
company find ways to reduce the
number of on-the-job injuries, he
said.

Helicon West display
now at Ray B. West
The Helicon West broadsides
are on permanent display in the
main stairwell between the second
and third floors of the Ray B. West
Building. The broadsides are a
result of the unique collaboration
of students, community members
and faculty. The display promotes
the literary arts, allowing for more
accessibility, greater exposure and
the celebration of diversity and
democracy. Broadsides will be
switched out occasionally to showcase different writers. Kudos goes
to Star Coulbrooke and the USU
Writing Center for this display.

-Compiled from staff
and media reports
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Gravitational and audio waves at Science Unwrapped

USU PHYSICIST SHANE LARSON, right, fields a question during his talk on gravitational waves Friday in the

Performance Hall. “Whispers From the Cosmos: Listening to Gravity’s Hidden Message” was part of the Science Unwrapped Series
and featured world-renowned musician and multimedia artist Andrea Centazzo, above. Centazzo played an interpretive piece while
images of famous physicists and experiments were projected on a screen. STEVE SELLERS photos

Food: Fresh often tastes better
-continued from page 1
The term slow food means
the movement is anti-fast
food, opposing all the ways
McDonald’s and Burger King
buy, store and sell their food.
Slow Food aims to redirect the
U.S. from a “fast-food nation”
into a “slow-food nation,”
Holzer said. She said Brazil
is now being affected by the
fast-food nation idea. Brazil is
a country that produces fine
beef products but currently
McDonald’s are skirting all the
beef farms, she said.
Not only does slow food

encourage environmental
health and local food businesses, it encourages the enjoyment of fresh food that tastes
better, Scott said. Many slowfood activities in Salt Lake City
bring supporters together to
delight in unprocessed grub.
Scott is currently working
toward setting a faculty adviser
in place for the Slow Food
chapter and needs 10 members
to officially become an accepted slow-food support group.
– catherine.meidell@aggiemail.
usu.edu

ARL student receives national honor
BY USU MEDIA RELATIONS

USU graduate student Mark Towner, a science teacher at
Granite Park Middle School in Salt Lake City, was chosen from
hundreds of applications nationwide to participate as an AmgenNational Science Teachers Association Fellow in the 2009 NSTA
New Science Teacher Academy.
Towner currently is pursuing a master’s degree in education
from USU through the Alternative Route to Licensure program.
The only teacher selected from Utah, Towner will participate
with 184 other science teachers from across the country in a yearlong professional development program designed to help promote quality science teaching, enhance teacher confidence and
classroom excellence and improve teacher content knowledge.
“At NSTA, we believe it is important to help educators develop
their skills as teachers so that they can not only bolster student

Monday 11/2

achievement but better inspire passion for science in their students,” said Francis Eberle, executive director of NSTA. “We
congratulate this year’s group of Fellows and are grateful for their
commitment to science education and to their students.”
The 2009 Fellows were selected on the basis of several criteria,
including showing evidence of a solid science background and
displaying a strong interest in growing as a professional science
educator. Each fellow will receive a comprehensive NSTA membership package, online mentoring with trained mentors who
teach in the same discipline and the opportunity to participate
in a variety of Web-based professional development activities,
including Web seminars.
In addition, each Fellow will receive financial support to
attend and participate in NSTA’s 2010 National Conference on
Science Education in Philadelphia, Penn.

ETHICAL LEADERSHIP DAY

8 AM-12 PM Opening Social: Get your hot chocolate until it's gone, Huntsman t-shirts and other
freebies in front of the Business Building.

Tuesday 11/3

GLOBAL VISION DAY

8 AM-12 PM Opening Social: Get your hot chocolate until it's gone, Huntsman t-shirts and
other freebies in front of the Business Building.
8-11 AM Global Vision Activity: see how business is conducted in other countries, second floor
of the business building.
7:30 PM Opportunity Quest kick off event BUS 211. Compete to win $3,000 to start your own
company.

Wednesday 11/4

ANALYTICAL RIGOR DAY

12:30-2:30 P.M Financial Planning Speaker
Lance Morgan, Farm Bureau Financial Services agent, will speak in the O.C. Tanner Lounge
(ninth floor) in Business Building. Refreshments will be served.
7-10 PM Clubbin' and Movie Night: free food and watch The Pursuit of Happyness in the
TSC Ballroom.

Thursday 11/5

ENTREPRENEURIAL SPIRIT DAY

6 PM Etiquette Dinner: Hamilton's Restaurant. Seating is limited so be sure to R.S.V.P to
Mary Price (BUS 815) by Tuesday, November 3 by 12 p.m. Tickets are $15.

Friday 11/6

CAREER BUILDING DAY

8 AM-12 PM Career Building Activity: Resume reviews and internship Q&A will take
place in the second floor student lounge. Interviewing skills seminars in the O.C.
Tanner Lounge (ninth floor) of the Business Building.
12:30-1:30 PM Global Vision Seminar: Michael J. Bertasso (former senior vice
president of Heinz) will speak in the Orson A. Christensen Auditorium (BUS 215). Free
Aggie ice-cream in the second floor student lounge from 1:30-2 p.m.

BUSINESS WEEK
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Freeline skates gaining popularity among students
By CHELSEY GENSEL
staff writer

If passers-by have seen any USU students rolling down
campus who don’t seem to be standing on any sort of board,
it’s because they’re not. Freeline skates, a pair of wheels on two
square platforms only a few inches across, have made their way
onto campus as both entertainment and a mode of transportation. Sophomore dietetics major Katie Camp said she saw the
skates in a YouTube video last December and immediately
thought she had to have some.
Camp said Freeline is the original brand of the skates, and
the name comes from that company, which charges about $150
for a new pair. However, Camp said she bought her skates, a
“rip-off brand,” on eBay for $3.25 plus shipping. She has had
them since the beginning of May.
Brian Paine and Daniel Jensen, also sophomores, became
interested in the skates when Camp got her’s and ordered their
own midway through summer. Although new, Jensen and Paine
said it took them a few hours to figure out. Camp said it took
her three to four days.
“Because I’m a good teacher,” Camp said, “it took me three
or four days to get the hang of it.”
The three students said the movement involved is a combination of snowboarding, skateboarding and surfing, so snowboarders pick it up quickly.
Jensen, civil engineering major, explained the motion as a
“sideways force in both directions that propels you forward.”
Paine, aviation and business major, said learning this kind
of skating can improve balance because it is a different kind of
motion than any variety of boarding, and it’s more fun to carve
down hills than to skate as a mode of transport.
“Downhill, it’s easy,” Camp said. “Going uphill involves a lot
of butt muscle. It’s kind of like a ripstick but without the stick
part.”
The three students spent much of their summer in Logan
practicing on their skates in parking lots and on and around
campus. They agreed that the Quad is the best place on campus,
particularly the east-west sidewalk running through the middle
between the business building and Old Main.
Other spots include the Old Farm parking lot “when it’s
empty,” Camp said, and 700 North but it “can be bumpy, so you
have to learn to adjust your feet.”
To start, Jensen said, the skates are rested on their sides on

the ground parallel to the skater’s feet. With either toes or heels
on the ground, skaters then tip their feet onto the higher end
of the skate so they are standing on it. Jensen said with practice
there are some tricks skaters can do with them, such as swapping which skates skaters’ feet are on while they are moving or
switching off one skate a time with a partner. Paine said there
are a lot of tricks they’ve seen in videos online that can be done
with enough practice.
“We’re pretty maneuverable,” Paine said. “We’ll dodge you,
but there’s not a lot of control.”
Jensen said it can be hard to stop, but there are methods,
like carving and S-turns, that can help skaters stop or slow
down. Another option for skaters is to drop their toes and
“fling around,” he said, which can either stop the skaters quickly or throw them off the skates.
The skates begin to get “speed wobbles” at about 25 mph,
Jensen said, so it isn’t a good idea to go too fast. He said maneuverability is a bigger appeal than speed.
“You can out turn any longboard, easily,” he said.
Camp added that portability is another advantage. The
skates are fairly light and less bulky to carry and store than a
board or inline skates.
“And they make pretty good improvised chairs,” Paine said.
The three said they experimented a lot at first with tricks
and hanging onto the backs of moving vehicles.
“I’ve gone behind a fuel truck, a bullet bike and a golf cart,”
Paine said, “but don’t worry, they all knew about it.”
They also said they have invited other friends and curious
passers-by to use the skates.
“It’s funny how lots of people like to try it,” Camp said. “We
try to get people to do it all the time. There’s one other guy
we’ve seen with freeline skates, and we’d like to be his friend,
but we don’t know who he is.”
All three agreed that smooth, level ground and downhill
slopes are easiest to learn on and holding onto a railing can
help skaters keep their balance and pull themselves along.
Sidewalk cracks can pose a danger, Camp said, but skating on
campus is fairly easy because it’s mostly flat ground or has a
gradual slope.
“I admit it’s not the best mode of transportation, but they’re
fun. It’s a cool hobby,” Jensen said. “I’d recommend it to anybody. If something looks cool, try it. If you’re a girl, get a cute
boy to hold on to. If you’re a guy, find a hot girl to hold onto.”
– chelsey.gensel@aggiemail.usu.edu

SOPHOMORE KATIE CAMP RIDES her pair of Freeline
skates. The skates are a pair of wheels on two square platforms
only a few inches across. ANI MIRZAKHANYAN photo

Group helps individuals control compulsive eating
By KARLIE BRAND
web editor

God grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot
change, courage to change the things I can and wisdom to
know the difference.
This is the prayer members of the Logan Overeaters
Anonymous (OA) chapter, along with more than 66,000 chapters across the world, recite at their weekly meetings as they

MEMBERS OF OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS strive to
overcome compulsive overeating. Through a 12-step program,
members gain awareness and confess their inability to control
their urge to eat. UTAH STATESMAN photo illustration

strive to overcome compulsive overeating. Rebecca, who has
been a member of the Logan chapter since 1993, said OA was
patterned after Alcoholic Anonymous. She said the international organization began around 1960 to help overeaters gain
control over their compulsive eating. Using the same 12-step
program as Alcoholics Anonymous, members gain awareness and confess their inability to control their urge to eat,
and they turn to God or a higher power for help and strive for
abstinence in identified binge foods. The group is completely
anonymous and anyone is invited to attend.
Rebecca said she has found amazing success in gaining control of overeating and losing weight by following the suggestions of OA.
“I’ve lost about 100 pounds since 1999,” Rebecca said. “I lost
about 20 pounds a year. I took it off really slow so it would stay
off.”
The program involves meeting once a week, complete abstinence from an identified binge food, working with a sponsor
– a member who can support another member’s abstinence
goals – and following the 12-step program.
However, she said these are simply suggestions and not
requirements of being in OA.
“You take what you like and leave the rest,” she said. “One
thing works for one person but it may be totally opposite for
another person.”
Rebecca said the basis of OA is spiritual, but the group
is not religious and does not have ties with any organized
religion. Instead, she said, it encourages members to rely on
God, as they know him, to help them overcome their problem.
Rebecca said even atheists and agnostics have found success in
OA, using the love of the group or even music as their higher
power.
Rodney, an OA member, said the encouragement from the

group helps him control his urge to overeat.
“Coming to this meeting has power,” he said. “It helps me
remember what I can eat safely and helps me remember my
binge food. And I meet lots of nice people.”
Rodney said working with his sponsor also increases his
success in the program. Each night, he said his sponsor calls to
see how he is doing and if he is following his goals.
Rebecca said the support of the group doesn’t come from
the members’ strength but their weaknesses that bind them
together.
Rebecca said she believes overeating is a problem among
college students, and that many students could benefit from
participating in OA. She said many people struggle with selfimage problems because of unrealistic body expectations set
by the media. Additionally, she said stress from school can also
contribute to overeating problems.
“A lot of people (in college) become bulimic or anorexic or
very overweight because of pressures of school,” she said.
Rebecca said she encourages individuals to attend a meeting if they think they could benefit from OA. The group meets
Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at the St. Johns Episcopal Church at 85
E. 100 North. She said the group encourages people to attend
at least six times to know if OA is for them. Although the meetings are free, she said the group suggests a $2 donation at each
meeting after individuals have determined whether OA is for
them. The group will use the donation to cover the cost to use
the building.
Rebecca said OA meetings have greatly benefited her life
and brought her more happiness.
“The longer I stay in OA and the more recovery I get, it’s just
a feeling of happiness and joy and being part of a fellowship,”
Rebecca said.
– karlie.brand@aggiemail.usu.edu
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WHEN THE DEMON BARBER
COMES TO
LOGAN
lenging because he is a singer first and an actor
second. As well, he is unfamiliar with the theatre
department and had no idea what is competition
would be.
However, Eversole also said the intense musical
When students are sitting in their cushioned
nature of “Sweeney Todd” made it much more contheater chair watching the thrilling tale of
ducive to the vocal students, and his experience in
“Sweeney Todd” unfold on stage before them,
opera helped with the acting.
they are only seeing a small portion of the effort
After everyone had the opportunity to audition,
required to pull off a worth-seeing production.
the directors collaborated and made final deci“What you see (as an audience member) is only
about 5 percent of what actually goes into the pro- sions on who would play what roles.
Rehearsals
cess,” said Anthony Eversole who plays Sweeney
After the audition process, the cast, which now
Todd in the USU’s rendition of the play.
consists of roughly 40 people, went straight into
The process of bringing “Sweeney Todd” to the
rehearsals.
Cache Valley community began last year when
Due to the intense musical needs of “Sweeney
USU’s theatre arts department began coordinatTodd,” the cast focused exclusively on music first,
ing and planning for the upcoming performance.
Once plans were solidified, an announcement was Doyle said.
“We spent about the first week and a half focusmade calling for auditions, which took place in
ing solely on learning the music. This musical, its
late August, Eversole said.
story and all the words are sung about 85 percent
Auditions
of the time over spoken, and I think it’s usually
Kevin Doyle, the director of “Sweeney Todd,”
said the turn out for auditions was incredible, with only about 60 percent of the time (during a musical),” he said.
roughly 120 people showing up.
Eversole said once the cast members had the
“We ended up auditioning for about 16 hours,
music under their belts, they moved to
which is three or four times more
blocking – a general outline of
than I’ve ever done before, which
USUTube basic
where everyone will be on stage during
showed us there was a real interest in
the performance.
the play, especially from the performSee video, go to
Eversole said, “As a director, Kevin
ers’ point of view,” he said.
aggietownsquare.com
Doyle is an extremely flexible person
The audition process consisted of a
to work with. He gives a basic framecold reading of the script and a song,
work of what he wants and allows the actors to
which the individual auditioning could prepare
make decisions from there.
in advance. Due to the demanding level of music
“This is nice because there are a lot of directors
required in the play, Doyle said he put a lot of
who will say, ‘You’ll be here at this time and make
emphasis on singing ability during auditions.
“Every single member of the cast from ensemble this gesture.’ Kevin gives more framework and lets
the actors work according to how they see their
to the lead roles ... have to be really exceptional
character.”
singers. Some people come to auditions and have
Although knowing where to stand may seem
a pretty voice, but they may not be ready for the
like an easy concept, Eversole said it is incredibly
complicated needs for a play like this,” he said.
important. Once characters have blocked a scene,
Due to the vast number of people who audithey can’t make any drastic changes. If they do,
tioned, Doyle said he had to hold call backs
– where the directors audition a select few individ- there is the possibility of disrupting the flow of
uals one last time. Doyle said call backs are neces- the performance.
At this point in the rehearsal process, the persary because it is not always easy during the first
formers are working on a blank stage with no
audition to choose who will fill each role best.
props or set pieces. It was not until a week and
Eversole, who is an experienced singer and no
stranger to the stage, said the audition process can a half before opening night that the performers
were introduced to the stage the audience will see.
be extremely nerve racking.
Eversole said although this is not uncommon, it
“For this profession, the audition is your job
can throw a wrench into a rehearsal process that
interview so you have to put your best face forhas so far gone relatively smooth. Things like timward,” he said.
ing change drastically when all of a sudden there’s
This year, theatre arts department collaborated
a flight of stairs to walk up.
closely with the music department, allowing a
It is for this reason cast members must be solid
number of vocal majors the time to participate in
“Sweeney Todd.” Eversole is one such student who on their lines and music, he said.
“It’s important to really know you’re music and
said the audition process was much more chalBy GREG BOYLES
features assistant editor

dialogue like the back of your hand because when
you start sticking sets and props in there, you have
a whole new set of things to think about, and if I’m
trying to remember my lyrics while using a prop,
I’m in trouble,” Eversole said.
However, props and large set pieces aren’t the
only things that can road block a rehearsal process. Felicia Stehmeier, who plays Ms. Lovett, was
unable to attend a weeks worth of rehearsals due
to illness only a week and a half from opening
night.
“I actually got swine flu,” she said. “I was missing all these rehearsals and there was nothing I
could do about it. So for me, that was a challenge.”
Another challenge Stehmeier acknowledged was
the amount of time required to be ready for a production like “Sweeney Todd” while trying to juggle
a social life and school.
“Being a student and in such a demanding production is tough,” she said. “You have to make sure
you have enough time for all of your homework
and classes. You also have to give up a lot of social
time, but to me, it’s worth it.”
Behind the scenes
Just as a show would be incomplete without
great singers and talented performers, a musical
cannot go on without the exhausted efforts of costume and makeup designers, stage crew, set builders, orchestra and a number of other critical roles.
One area of a production that thoroughly
enhances the show is costume and makeup design,
said Jared Rounds, assistant costume designer.
“The costume designer helps tell the story along
with everything else,” he said. “A good costume
describes who the character is and what they do.”
Rounds said the process of creating multiple
costumes for a cast of more than 40 performers
begins with extensive research. It is important to
create a costume that will relay the appropriate
time period, in addition to support the performer’s character, he said.
After research is done, the costume designer
will collaborate with the director and finally
sketch out what they think the performers should
look like. Once a design is chosen, the costume
designer and crew will begin building the costumes, which Rounds said takes a lot of man
hours.
A role that requires a similar process is makeup
design, said Molly Hill, the production’s makeup
designer.
Hill said she underwent her own research,
which included watching movies, such as Tim
Burton’s “Sweeney Todd” and “Gangs of New
York,” to get ideas for makeup. It is important, she
said, to keep in mind the dark nature of the show.
After the research was done, Hill began practicing on the performers to ensure each character

was right on. Once she got the makeup down, she
taught the performers how to do their own makeup for production nights.
While costume and makeup design are critical
to a production, a large majority of the designers’
role is exerted preproduction. This is not the case
with stage crew, said Susan Ballif, assistant stage
manager.
It is the stage crew who ensures things run
smoothly during the production.
“During a performance there are all sorts of
things going on off stage,” she said. “Costume
changes – which are crazy because often performers are changing underneath the audience’s seats
and the side of the stage – props are going on and
off, there’s scenery changes” and much more.
Ballif said she, as the assistant stage manager, is
backstage at all times with a headset communicating with the stage manager, who sits in a booth
behind the audience. If for some reason things are
being held up backstage, Ballif can let the stage
manager know, who in turn can hold cues in order
to give Ballif the opportunity to fix the backstage
problem.
The crew is also busy before and after performances, checking that every prop and stage piece
is set for the next show, she said.
Overall, Ballif said working backstage is thrilling and rewarding.
Opening night to striking the set
With every line memorized, every prop placed
and every set piece ready to go, “Sweeney Todd”
opened Thursday, Oct. 22, to a near packed house.
Stehmeier said opening nights are filled with
uncertainty and thus a little nerve racking.
Although the cast has worked tirelessly to refine
and perfect every movement, she said it’s always
hard to tell what the audience’s reaction will be.
However, Stehmeier said she was pleasantly
surprised opening night when she stood before an
audience clearly enjoying the performance.
“During opening night we got a big standing
ovation, which isn’t typical for an opening night,”
she said.
And opening night was no fluke. Every performance filled nearly all the seats in the theater,
with the exception of two nights, which filled
every seat, Stehmeier said.
“Sweeney Todd” ran seven performances and
closed Halloween night.
Following the last performance, at 10:30 p.m.
on the dot, the cast and anyone available to help
began striking the set, dismantling the elaborate
moving pieces, hauling props and costumes down
to the basement storage and painting the stage. In
a matter of two and a half hours, Stehmeier said
the stage was cleared. “Sweeney Todd” was over.
– greg.boyles@aggiemail.usu.edu

Photos by Tyler Larson, Cody Gochnour and Pete P Smithsuth
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Student embraces nickname at USU
By KASEY VAN DYKE
staff writer

Utah Statesman: Why are you
called “Graveyard Dog”?
Chad Hogan: Because that’s
my character. I want to show
up to class late and have people
start barking and interrupting
class.
US: How did you get that nickname?
CH: Me and my friends were
thinking that would be cool to
be known around campus as,
you know, that one guy, and
I thought of Graveyard Dog.
Plus, that’s the name I’d choose
if I was a rapper.
US: What brought you to USU?
CH: I followed in my brother’s
and sister’s footsteps. My
brother came up here first and
both my sisters came here.
US: What’s your favorite part
of USU?
CH: Livin’ the life. Just being
a college student, being young
and full of energy, being willing to do whatever. Just having
a good time.
US: Are you a True Aggie?
CH: Yep. This girl called me
and asked if I wanted to be a
True Aggie with her and I said,
“Sure, why not?”
US: How do you feel about True
Aggie Night?
CH: It’s a great tradition. It
should be carried on to my
children.
US: What’s your least favorite
part about USU?
CH: My lack of money.
US: What is your best memory
at USU?
CH: The night after the ’80s
dance when I spent the night in
an elevator with strangers.

SOPHOMORE CHAD HOGAN SAID his favorite past time is hiding Life Saver mints in random places around campus and in random people’s pockets. KASEY VAN DYKE photo

Caught on
Campus
Chad “Graveyard
Dog” Hogan
Sophomore
International
business
US: How do you stay warm during the winter?
CH: Not in my girlfriend’s
arms because I don’t have one.
I push people in the snow and
run around, wear hats and
wear coats that my grandpa
gave me.
US: What is your favorite part
about the football and basketball games?
CH: The ruthless taunts of the
crowd. My favorites are the
ones you feel bad repeating to
others after the game.

US: How do you feel about budget cuts?
CH: It’s lame because it costs us
more money.
US: If you could go anywhere in
the world where would you go?
CH: Probably India because the
culture is so different.
US: Have you ever been told
you look like a movie star?
CH: Yeah, Shaggy from
“Scooby Doo.”
US: What’s your opinion on
Facebook?
CH: It’s decent but has gotten
out of hand. Facebookers are
lame but people who occasionally check it out are OK.
US: Where do you shop most?
CH: Wal-Mart. I usually just
buy groceries and cheap food,
like pizza.
US: If you could have three
wishes what would they be?

CH: Extreme musical talent,
extreme wealth to help my poor
friends and since those things
would already bring me a hot
wife I wouldn’t waste my last
on that so I’d wish for a magical genie.
US: What’s your favorite past
time?
CH: Hiding Life Saver mints
in random places around campus and in random people’s
pockets. I like knowing the
joy it brings when people find
them and I like to think that in
Heaven there is a Mint Tracker
that has flashing lights for all
the places I’ve hid my mints.

US: What is your favorite
Logan restaurant?
CH: The Beehive Grill because
they have sweet deals. I usually get a burger and fries on
Mondays, because it’s cheaper
and I can hang out with my
pals.
– k.vandyke@aggiemail.usu.edu

PEOPLE CELEBRATE AT Copacabana beach after Rio de Janeiro was awarded the 2016 Olympics
on Friday. The world’s two biggest sporting events, the 2014 World Cup and the 2016 Olympics, will take
place in Brazil. AP photo

Aggies Around the World

Experiencing the Olympic bid

O

ld women dancing samba on the
beach, waving Brazilian flags and
drinking beer was the first thing I
remember. This was one of the reactions
I saw from people in Copacobana when
Rio de Janeiro won the bid for the 2016
Olympic games. People had begun celebrating the wonderful news, and the parties continued throughout the weekend. But
how will this additional responsibility affect
the local residents both before and after the
games? Although promising measures, such
as new subway lines and required English
courses for K-12 students, have already been
taken to prepare “A Cidade Maravilhosa” for
the games, Brazilians seem to have mixed
reactions to the decision.
Surely having the summer games in 2016,
surrounded by beaches and beautiful people, couldn’t be better achieved than in Rio.
But having the Olympics here means more
police. Only 20 years ago Brazil was ruled
by a heavy-handed militarized dictatorship.
During this time marshal law was commonly
enforced and regular citizens lived in fear of
police brutality. Statistically, cities that host
the Olympics experience an increase of
state power and police brutality.
Massive “favelas,” or ghettos, are also
an integral part of Rio. The thriving drug
trade that flows in and out of the favelas is
the principal reason for a long-standing war
between drug dealers and police. Police
conduct daily tactical operations in an effort
to stop or curb the ever-present drug trade.
The difficulty of identifying who is involved
in illegal activities and who is not sometimes
catches innocent civilians in the middle.

Heavy violence is used by drug dealers
in an effort to protect their businesses. Last
week, a police helicopter was shot down
while observing a local drug point. Besides
handguns and rifles, automatic weapons
and even anti-tank bazookas are at the drug
dealers’ disposal to continue the fight.
Because of the funding and sophistication available to drug dealers in Rio, the
police force has a long-standing hard-line
approach to crime. Most surely the police
will not let a destroyed multimillion-dollar
helicopter and a handful of fallen comrades
go without taking something from the perpetrators’ fight.
Operations were conducted outside my
apartment building this week where various special operations police officers, with
automatic rifles drawn, moved up the block
toward an entrance s to a nearby favela.
When my Brazilian friend noticed what was
happening, she ran away from the police.
Clearly, security is important to athletes
and tourists during the games and festivities.
Only time will tell if the intensity and amount
of firepower used by local law enforcement
officials also stems from Brazil’s relatively recent democratization and civil rights
movements.
Will increased world exposure encourage
law enforcement to be on its best behavior?
Or will it only give the police an excuse to
further intrude upon and abuse Brazilians to
whose life in and near the favela is anything
but a game?
Paul Malouf is part of the USU Study Abroad
program.
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Death takes no holiday in this Hollywood museum
HOLLYWOOD — Every
day is the Day of the Dead and
Halloween for Cathee Shultz
and J.D. Healy.
For more than 18 years,
the couple have collected the
possessions of serial killers,
the mummified heads of
decapitated mass murderers
and such things as photos of
celebrity crime and autopsy
scenes.
Portions of their collection
have been on display at
their Museum of Death in
Hollywood since the first of
the year.
“It’s extremely graphic. Take
a look at the picture behind
you. It’s our test photo,” Shultz
tells a visitor who is about to
plunk down the $15 museum
admission fee.
If the photograph of the
victim of a crash between
a motorcycle and a truck
doesn’t leave you weak-kneed
or nauseated, you’re good to
go through the bars of a cell
door from San Quentin State
Prison’s death row into the
exhibit area, she says.
Past an alcove holding a
hand-hewn casket dating from
the early 1900s, jaws drop
and stomachs sink as the selfguided tour begins.
It starts out gently enough.
The first room is dedicated
to funerary customs, with
a display of mortuary
matchbook covers and walls
papered with undertakers’
business cards and the
funeral-home-logo-imprinted
hand fans used by mourners

in the old days before air
conditioning.
There is antique mortuary
equipment and empty vintage
embalming fluid bottles.
But there is also an explicitly
detailed training film on how
to embalm a body that runs
continuously.
John Howell, a 54-year-old
tourist from Branford, Conn.,
doesn’t want to watch the video
but can’t help himself. “We
don’t have anything like this at
home,” he says.
His son 29-year-old son, Jeff,
has seen enough. He moves
on and pauses in front of a
glass display case containing
a man’s head. A sign identifies
it as the guillotined remains of
Henri Landru, the “Bluebeard
of France” who was executed
in 1922 after being held
responsible for the deaths of 11
women.
“That’s his real head,”
exclaims an astonished Jeff
Howell, a restaurant server
who lives in Los Angeles.
Farther into the museum is
a hallway displaying gruesome
fatal traffic accident photos
and a window that opens into
what appears to be a bedroom.
Inside, a bunk bed holds two
figures clad in sneakers and
black clothing with purple
shrouds over their heads.
It’s a scene from the 1997
Heaven’s Gate mass suicide
near San Diego, where 30
cultists expecting a trip
into the great beyond on an
approaching comet poisoned
themselves. A recruiting video

made by cultists plays nonstop.
Signage explains that the bunk
bed, one of the shrouds and
one set of the sneakers are
authentic — and still had the
distinctive odor of death when
they arrived from the suicide
scene.
There are original newspaper
front pages that detail horrific
murder rampages and
cannibalism, and hundreds
of photos: crime scene and
morgue pictures from the
Manson family murders,
the brutal Black Dahlia
slaying and President John F.
Kennedy’s assassination. One
set of photos shows a pair of
murderers and their choppedup victim.
A taxidermy display
includes a Chihuahua that
was killed along with actress
Jayne Mansfield in an auto
accident in 1967. Nearby, a
small theater screens unending
footage of actual deaths — no
simulations here, we are told.
One room is devoted to
serial killers such as the
1970s’ John Wayne Gacy
and Lawrence Bittaker. Gacy
murdered 33 people in the
Chicago area, and several of his
original, hand-signed clown
paintings are on the wall. A
display case shows handmade
pop-up birthday cards drawn
by Bittaker, who killed five
women in the Los Angeles
area.
Shultz says the couple
obtained the artwork and
correspondence from Gacy
and Bittaker the old-fashioned

MUSEUM DEATH: Cathee Shultz and J.D. Healy have collected the possessions of serial

killers, the mummified heads of decapitated mass murderers and such things as photos of
celebrity crime and autopsy scenes for years. Portions of their collection have been on display
at their Museum of Death in Hollywood since the first of the year. LATTIMES Photo

way: They asked them for it.
Gacy was executed in 1994;
Bittaker is on California’s
death row.
“We write serial killers
and send them pens, paper,
stamps and a $10 money
order,” Shultz explains. “Gacy
would call us collect. He
actually started selling his
paintings.”
Some of the museum’s
artifacts come by accident.
“Our biggest coup is the
head of Henri Landru. A
neurologist in Malibu had the
head, and his wife didn’t like

it. He e-mailed after seeing me
on a segment on the History
Channel about executions and
offered it to us,” Shultz says.
“Somebody walked in the
front door with the embalming
videos and gave them to us.
You’d be surprised what comes
through the front door.”
Shultz, 47, and Healy, 48,
live in Hollywood. She is
a painter who crafted the
museum’s display rooms out
of old studios and editing
areas in the building at 6031
Hollywood Blvd., which once
housed a recording company.

He is a carpenter; he built the
museum’s replica guillotine
and electric chair.
The pair, married for 25
years, launched their museum
in San Diego in 1995. For
a time they operated it at
another Hollywood site. The
present museum opened after
a Los Angeles homeowner
whose property Shultz and
Healy renovated lent them
money to relaunch it. It is now
self-sustaining, according to
Shultz.
“I hope after visiting here
people realize that life is short
and they should live it fully."

Many are marking calendars for 50 years for ‘Northwest’
‘2012,’ the movie and the year
BY SUSAN KING
Los Angeles Times

BY JOHN HORN
Los Angeles Times

HOLLYWOOD -- There’s spirited debate
about whether the ancient Maya calendar
really predicts much of anything, particularly
the world’s end in three years. But there’s little
argument in Hollywood about the accuracy of
an even more significant doomsday forecast:
“2012” is going to be a blockbuster.
Ever since director Roland Emmerich’s
apocalyptic thriller landed on pre-release
audience surveys last Thursday, “2012” and
its positive prospects have become a hot topic
among movie marketing executives. Although
the Sony Pictures release doesn’t premiere
until Nov. 13, moviegoer attention already is
running way ahead of “A Christmas Carol,”
which opens a week earlier and looks to be a hit
in its own right, and narrowly better than Nov.
20’s “The Twilight Saga: New Moon,” one of the
year’s most anticipated sequels.
Given not only how aware audiences are of
“2012” but also how much “definite interest”
they have in actually buying tickets, it’s
possible that the John Cusack-led film could
deliver the biggest opening weekend ever for
Emmerich, whose cinematic specialty is day-ofreckoning disaster dramas.
Five years ago, the director’s “The Day
After Tomorrow” premiered to ticket sales of
$68.7 million, topping his previous best first
weekend set by 1996’s “Independence Day,”
which grossed $50.2 million in its opening.
The moviegoer survey data connected to
“2012” suggest the movie might approach
the premieres of 2007’s “I Am Legend” ($77.2
million) and this April’s “Fast & Furious”
($70.9 million).
Even though Emmerich’s a favorite target for
movie critics, with the exception of last year’s
underachiever “10,000 B.C.,” all of his last five
movies have grossed more than $100 million in
their domestic runs.
In addition to selling “2012” with a trailer
and television spots filled with spectacular
devastation (one notable sequence has a
tsunami-surfing aircraft carrier taking out the
White House), Sony has hardly discouraged
potential ticket buyers from confusing fiction
and fact, conflating the movie’s made-up
premise with historical portents or scientific
possibilities. There is even a week-of-release
Discovery Channel special tied to “2012” that
knocks down -- but doesn’t quite bury -- the
film’s underlying concept.
“Mankind’s earliest civilization warned us,”
the text in one Sony trailer cautions, “this day
would come.” Reads one current billboard: “We
were warned.” And the notice for the Earth’s
catastrophic “crust displacement” is mighty
specific in the movie: Dec. 21, 2012.
Along the same lines, just as the novel
and movie “The Da Vinci Code” (also a Sony
production) were promoted by emphasizing
links between storytelling fantasy and spiritual
beliefs, the “2012” campaign -- like the movie
itself -- has taken advantage of religion-inspired
prophesies. The advertising materials make

clear that even if the world is ending, there’s a
Noah’s Ark about to pull up anchor. After all,
Sony ultimately has to sell “2012’s” survival
story, as no one will pay $10 to see mankind
annihilated.
But it’s not just Christian fables. “The
Mayans warned us,” read the message on
posters at this year’s Comic-Con International
Convention in San Diego that were purportedly
placed by a made-up entity called the Institute
for Human Continuity, and not Sony (wink
wink).
CNN, as seen in one “2012” trailer clip, has
given Lou Dobbs a day off from patrolling the
border to run headlines over a crowd at Mecca
saying that “Preachers Claim End of the World
Imminent” and “Across the Globe Millions
Gather in Prayer.” There are as many shots of
alarmed religious leaders in the film’s teaser
and first trailer as there are of Cusack’s sciencefiction-writing dad.
By some measures, the “2012” campaign
follows the promotion used with the studio’s
“District 9,” with its cryptic entreaties on
bus benches to report non-human activity.
In digital marketing parlance, it’s called
an alternate-reality game, where it’s not
immediately clear who -- or what -- is behind
the promotion.
There might be contests, Web sites and
phone lines all aimed at creating mystery
around -- and interest in -- an upcoming movie.
It’s not unlike what Paramount Pictures did
with “Paranormal Activity,” for which the
audience wasn’t given specific clues about
whether the story was real.
Sony says consumers understand the
advertising is promoting a fictional film,
and even a cursory glance at the Web sites
associated with the movie reveals that Sony
is behind not only the Institute for Human
Continuity but also a jokey end-of-the-world
blog, www.thisistheend.com. Indeed, at the
top of the “2012”-related Web sites you’ll find:
“Part of the `2012’ movie experience.”
Yet a review of comments posted by some
of the millions of interested parties who have
watched the “2012” trailer on YouTube suggest
a handful of people still believes it’s not all
Hollywood hokum.
“when this happens there will be 3 days
of darkness on christmas day it will be over
the sun will stablize the sun is born again on
these 3 days of darkness the 12 planets will be
alligned,” reads one post in the mangled syntax
typical of Internet chatter.
Opined another: “2012 is real. NASA
announced they found something in 1983 and
two weeks alter said ity was a mistake. It wasnt.
This is the what theyre hiding with the global
chemtrails every day. it is causing all the recent
quakes and volcanos and is why the govt is now
classifying all asteroid events secret.”
Of course, those spelling-challenged
commentators could very well be Sony
secretaries urged by their marketing bosses to
feed the prophesy flames.
If so, they’re not doing half-bad.

HOLLYWOOD — Who can forget those
images — Cary Grant on a deserted highway
being chased by a crop dusting plane? Grant
and Eva Marie Saint scampering over the
president’s noses on Mount Rushmore as they
are pursued by a group of nefarious spies?
Then there’s the pulsating score by Bernard
Herrmann, one of the great screen composer’s
most evocative works.
In fact, Alfred Hitchcock’s romantic
thriller “North by Northwest” is so viscerally
entertaining, it’s hard to believe the classic is
celebrating its 50th anniversary.
The AFI Fest and Warner Home Video are
marking this anniversary with a screening
Monday of a newly remastered digital print
made from original VistaVision elements
in Hollywood with stars Saint and Martin
Landau on hand. On Tuesday, Warner Home
Video is releasing a 50th-anniversary edition
of the film on Blu-ray and DVD.
Penned by Ernest Lehman, “North by
Northwest” stars Grant as a “Mad Men” type
(even Don Draper didn’t look that good in
a suit) who is mistaken for an international
spy. He finds himself being chased by some
truly bad guys (played by James Mason and
Landau) and the authorities, who believe he
committed a murder. Saint is on hand as the
cool blond love interest.
Saint had just given birth to a daughter
when she received the script to “North by
Northwest.” An Oscar winner for 1954’s “On
the Waterfront,” she recalls that when she
read the script she was a bit surprised that
her character didn’t make her entrance until
after Grant’s, Mason’s and Landau’s. But
her husband, she said, “read it and said it’s a
wonderful script.”
“Little did I know,” Saint says, laughing.
Landau, who won an Oscar playing Bela
Lugosi in 1994’s “Ed Wood,” appeared in
“North by Northwest” as the henchman
Leonard.

Hitchcock had seen him on opening night
in Los Angeles in Paddy Chayefsky’s play
“Middle of the Night,” in which he played a
macho musician.
“The next thing I knew I got a call saying
Mr. Hitchcock wanted to meet with me at
MGM,” Landau says. “He greeted me nicely
and took me on a tour of several offices
because he had all the storyboards on the
walls.”
The actor was surprised he chose him to
play Leonard.
“That character in the play was 180 degrees
from the character of Leonard. He said,
`Marty, you have a circus going on inside of
you. If you can play that part in the theater
you can do this little trinket.’ I remember he
called it a `trinket,’ which was an odd choice
of words.”
Landau says that he chose to play Leonard
as a homosexual “because he wanted to get rid
of Eva Marie with such a vengeance,” he says.
“Ernest Lehman actually added a line after
he saw some of the dailies which was kind of
a brave line in 1958 when we shot it — my
character says, `call it my woman’s intuition.’”
Although Hitchcock was quoted as saying
directors should treat actors like cattle, Saint
and Landau say that wasn’t true.
“He was so dear,” Saint says. “When I was
in my black dress with the red embossed roses
for a scene, I was getting coffee in a Styrofoam
cup. He said, `I can’t have my leading lady
drinking from a Styrofoam cup. Get her coffee
in a china cup and a saucer.’ “
But Hitchcock did live up to his reputation
as a perfectionist. “The dresses, the jewels,
every hair on my head he examined before he
did the scene.”
Landau recalls that Hitchcock never gave
him any direction.
“If anything, I felt a little left out because
he would whisper stuff to Cary or James or
Eva Marie. I would say, `Is there anything you
want to tell me?’ and he said, `Martin, I will
only tell you if I don’t like what you are doing.’
Then he would walk away.”

‘Twilight’ rerelease coordinated
with opening of ‘New Moon’
HOLLYWOOD -- Wanting to capitalize
on the teen vampire movie craze it stirred
last year, Summit Entertainment is planning
to re-release “Twilight” in more than 2,000
theaters Nov. 19, the night before the arrival
of the highly anticipated sequel, “The Twilight
Saga: New Moon.”
Summit’s distribution executives have been
in conversations with the nation’s theater
owners about a one-night-only screening of
“Twilight” at 9 p.m. or 9:30 p.m. before the
12:01 a.m. showings of “New Moon.” Plans
are just now being formalized, according to
one person with knowledge of the matter,
who said that exhibitors are high on the idea.
Released in November, “Twilight,” the first
film based on Stephenie Meyer’s bestselling
book series, became a runaway hit both in
theaters and on DVD. The movie, which

stars Kristen Stewart and Robert Pattinson
as chaste lovers, grossed $383.5 million at the
worldwide box office and is this year’s topselling DVD, with about 8 million units sold
in the U.S. and Canada alone.
Even though the film is out on DVD,
Summit is banking on herds of bloodthirsty
teens coming back out for the social
experience of sitting in a darkened theater,
especially as excitement builds for “New
Moon.” For theater owners, the two-for could
be a huge windfall.
This would mark the second time Summit
has re-released “Twilight” on the big screen.
In July, the movie had a one-night-only
theatrical release during the annual ComicCon Convention in San Diego on the night
before the studio showed exclusive footage of
“New Moon” there.
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T

he general election for Logan’s mayor and
two City Council seats is set for Tuesday,
Nov. 3. It’s important for students to get out
and vote this year, just like any other year.
When the presidential election of 2008 rolled
around, many students felt it was their duty to
get involved. The “I voted” stickers became
a trend and were proudly displayed on backpacks, sweatshirts or just anywhere that could
use a sticker. Students encouraged each other
to vote. Still, only about 51 percent of “youth
voters” nationally – ages 18-25 – voted in that
presidential election, according to The Center
for Information and Research on Civic Learning
and Engagement’s Web site. This was considered a good turnout, but there’s still 49 percent
that’s missing. That 49 percent can make a huge
difference.
Imagine if a greater percentage of college
students voted. Politicians would need to more
closely examine the wants and needs of citizens
in the college demographic. The voice of college
students would become stronger.
This applies to national elections, but it applies
to local elections as well.
The candidates in the upcoming Logan election had two debates on campus last week: one
for city council and one for mayor. The mayor
candidates have been especially battling it out
over issues that directly affect USU students
– renter’s rights and parking on the street. The
candidates are recognizing the importance of
students in the elections.
The student population at USU makes up a
good chunk of Logan. According to the U.S.
Census Bureau, Logan’s population is estimated
at 47,660. The student population at USU’s
Logan campus reached 15,621, according to
USU’s regional campus and distance education
Web site. During the first weeks of summer, after
a lot of USU students leave but before the opera
guests come to town, Logan becomes a quiet
place, especially just west of the university. It’s
almost eerie. It’s no secret that USU students
play an important role in the community.
With how large of a piece of the voting population in Logan that USU students make up, students have the opportunity to have their voices
heard by putting in their two cents at the voting
booth.
Just voting, however, isn’t enough. Students
need to become educated. Figure out which
candidates you agree with. Find out where you
need to be in order to vote. Get it done and
get your voice heard. You might not be sticking
around Logan very long after you graduate but
future Aggies will thank you.
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Patron saint of lost causes

n the Catholic tradition, when people
are faced with incredible adversity and
seemingly insurmountable odds, they are
encouraged to say a prayer to St. Jude, the
patron saint of lost causes.
Jude was one of the original apostles of
Jesus. An epistle attributed to him is a canonical book in the New Testament. In this short
letter, Jude preaches that the faithful should
always persevere in times of difficulty. For
this reason, Catholics kneel in prayer during
tough times and ask for St. Jude’s intervention.
In my younger days, before I became
a philosophical snob who shunned organized religion,
I would take
great refuge
in a belief
of St. Jude. I
Re-Entry Thoughts
once owned a
St. Jude necklace. It was the only piece of jewelry I ever
really wore my entire life. A defiant kid who
always rooted for underdogs – I guess that is
the Philadelphian in me. I never thought any
endeavor was beyond success if you truly
endured all you could to make your goals
reality. We all lose sometimes. But if we stick
our noses into a fight and never let up, we
are better people for our devotion to lost
causes.
The irony of this is that for all my passion
and dedication to the things I believe in, for
all my abundant talents and intelligence, I
have failed at just about everything I ever
tried to accomplish. My faith in a just world
is nearly gone. I have not so much become a
believer in lost causes as an actual lost cause
in the flesh.
And so, coming to campus every day and
seeing my fellow Aggies, who are younger
than myself, gives me a sense of envy that
is very powerful. Envy in this case is not a
deadly sin but a more refined form of admiration. It seems so effortless to most of you. I
know this is not the case. I see how hard you
work for it. Yet, I cannot help feeling that the
workload is easier to bear when you are in
your 20s and have a lifetime full of promise
rather than being 39 years old and having let
the promises of yesterday be obliterated into
a pyre of missed opportunities.
I sit in classrooms with you, and I watch
you studying in the library, and I think to

Unconventional
Wisdom

When professional pilots
act like amateurs
Maybe we should be glad they
weren’t texting while flying.
But how comforting is it to learn
that two Northwest Airlines pilots
flew right by their destination last
week because they were on their laptops messing with their schedules?
Earth to the crew of Flight 188?
Aren’t the pilots supposed to be flying the plane?
Somehow, it seems this is not
what flight attendants mean when
they warn that electronic devices will
interfere with communications.
On the way from San Diego to
Minneapolis on Oct. 21, the flight
crew was out of contact for more
than an hour, which is what you
might expect if a flight is in trouble.
The trouble was that Capt. Timothy B.
Cheney, 53, and First Officer Richard
Cole, 54, were violating company
policy by using their laptops during
the flight and were too distracted to
notice that Northwest dispatchers
were trying to reach them.
The National Transportation Safety
Board reported Monday that “the
pilots said there was a concentrated
period of discussion where they did
not monitor the airplane or calls from
(the control tower) even though both
stated they heard conversation on
the radio.”

Tim Olsen

Flight 188 flew 150 miles past
its destination, the NTSB reported,
and “neither pilot was aware of the
airplane’s position until a flight attendant called about five minutes before
they were scheduled to land and
asked what was their estimated time
of arrival.”
With the lives of 144 passengers
and three other crew members in
their hands at 37,000 feet, you’d
think that responsible adults would
do their jobs and save personal business for personal time.
The traveling public wants to
believe that transportation professionals are just that. But there’s plenty
to shake that confidence.
Remember the tourist helicopter
and Piper airplane that crashed over
the Hudson River in August?
An air traffic controller who initially was responsible for the Piper
apparently was on an inappropriate personal call when the crash
occurred; his supervisor wasn’t even
in the building as required, CNN
reported this month.
Nine people died in that crash.
The Federal Aviation Administration
hasn’t faulted the controllers’ improprieties for the accident, but who can
feel good knowing that controllers
aren’t paying attention when they’re

myself that there is no price I would not
be willing to pay to trade places with you.
I know that life is not simple for most of
you. Like everyone else, you have problems
with your personal lives: finances, work,
self-esteem and the basic daily calamities
that makes the days seem longer than they
really are. However, most of you are young,
and that is a gift I will never possess again.
Cherish it.
I am not a prideful man. Not anymore.
I do not mind admitting to every person
reading this column that I am in therapy for
mental illness. Most of you who have spoken
to me for at least five minutes probably think
this is a very smart idea. The crippling, torturous effects of what I go through has made
it difficult to write essays and concentrate
in my classes. Whenever I finish a school
project – even this column – I usually exhale
and pace the floor in relief that I miraculously
finished something. A few of you have this
same problem. You know how hard easy
things are.
I sincerely do envy most of you. To live
these fruitful days in your youth as a college
student. To have a lifetime of ambition, success and happiness fall at your feet. It has
given me great inspiration not to allow pessimism and cynicism to rule my life. I may have
screwed up every decision I ever made but if
you guys can do it, why can’t I?
For me, the road I now travel is arduous.
The things I must attend to are imposing. I
will take the greatness that my fellow Aggies
possess and claim it as my own. I thank you
guys for that. I will never let the odds scare
me into quitting. All of you helped me reaffirm that this is how I should live my life. I just
hope St. Jude is watching.

supposed to?
In 2008, a Metrolink engineer
who plowed his commuter train
into a Union Pacific freight train in
California was having texting conversations on duty and was planning
to have unauthorized guests in the
cab, the Los Angeles Times reported. Twenty-four passengers and the
engineer died, and 135 people were
hurt.
The investigation also revealed
that the freight train conductor had
used his cellphone repeatedly the
day of the crash and tested positive for marijuana, according to the

Harry Caines is a reentry senior in interdisciplinary studies
from Philadelphia.
Unconventional
Wisdom appears
every Monday.
Comments can be
left at www.aggietownsquare.com
or may be sent to
chiefsalsa@gmail.
com

Times.
After the Hudson River collision,
an NTSB official spoke about “complacency and inattention to duty.”
The traveling public should be asking
whether companies to which we pay
a pretty penny to get us from here to
there appreciate their responsibility
for ensuring safety. Only in the movies and on the computer screen are
planes, trains and automobiles just
a game.
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About letters

• Letters should be limited to 400 words.
• All letters may be
shortened, edited or
rejected for reasons
of good taste, redundancy or volume of
similar letters.
• Letters must be
topic oriented. They
may not be directed
toward individuals.
Any letter directed to
a specific individual
may be edited or not
printed.
• No anonymous letters will be published.
Writers must sign all
letters and include a
phone number or email address as well
as a student identification number (none of
which is published).
Letters will not be
printed without this
verification.
• Letters representing
groups – or more
than one individual
– must have a singular
representative clearly
stated, with all necessary identification
information.
• Writers must wait 21
days before submitting successive letters
– no exceptions.
• Letters can be hand
delivered or mailed
to The Statesman in
the TSC, Room 105,
or can be e-mailed to
statesman@aggiemail.
usu.edu, or click on
www.aggietownsquare.com for
more letter guidelines
and a box to submit
letters. (Link: About
Us.)

This column first appeared in the
Oct. 28 edition of the Fort Worth
Star-Telegram.

Online poll
Halloween is over and
November is here.
We’re headed full steam
into the holiday season.
What are you looking
most forward to?
•

Winter sports.

•

Final exams.

•

Thanksgiving dinner.

•

Christmas presents.

•

Time with family.

Visit us on the Web at
www.aggietownsquare.
com to cast your vote.
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Introducing you to ASUSU

Landon Essig
Business Senator

M

any of you may
remember a large,
blue-wooden can
that was placed outside of
the business building last
year during elections. The
can stood about 8 feet
tall and 5 feet wide. If you
didn’t see the large can,
perhaps you noticed several small cans attached to
students’ backpacks. All of
those cans, including the
large one, stated “Landon
Can!” Well, my name is
really not Landon Can (it’s
Landon Essig), but it was
helpful in getting the name
out. So anyway, that’s me.
I grew up in Centerville
(15 minutes north of Salt
Lake City), as the fifth of 11
children. There was always
something going on at
home (how could there not
be with a family that size?).
My family was a very active
one, and all the children
enjoyed participating in a
number of different teams
and organizations. I’m sure
that is how my parents tried
to keep us out of trouble.
So, I grew up playing soccer
and wrestling.

Coming to USU was an
easy decision. The decision
was made before I was ever
born. My grandpa, on my
dad’s side, taught here. My
grandparents on my other
side went here. My parents
met here, and I had two
brothers that were already
attending. So, needless
to say, I thought I’d join
them. I was lucky to be able
to get involved with the
Ambassador organization
starting my freshman year.
ASUSU has been awesome
this year. I’ve loved it. I love
getting things done, and I
feel that is possible here.
“In the battle of life, it is
not the critic who counts
nor the one who points out
how the strong person stumbled or where the doer of a
deed could have done better … . Far better it is to dare
mighty things, to win glorious triumphs even though
chequered by failure, than
to rank with those timid
spirits who neither enjoy
nor suffer much because
they live in the gray twilight
that knows neither victory
nor defeat.” – Theodore

Hiring Clinic
Starts Wednesday,
Wednesday
Nov. 5, 2008
November
4th 7-9PM
HPER Room 118
HPER Rm 111E

Positions are available
for Alpine and Telemark
Skiing and Snowboarding.

Landon Essig
Roosevelt
To dare mighty things is
a lofty goal. Patrick Harker,
dean of the Wharton School
of Business, used Roosevelt’s
words in describing the
man whose name we now
bear on our school, Jon
Huntsman. He has dared
many mighty things, and he
has set a great example for
each of us. For that reason,
“Dare Mighty Things” is our
theme for the Huntsman
School of Business Week.
The Huntsman School of
Business has a lot in store
for this coming week. Each

of the first four days has a
title with it. The title comes
from what we call our four
pillars, which are areas of
focus in our school. The
four pillars are as follows:
Ethical Leadership, Global
Vision, Analytical Rigor and
Entrepreneurial Spirit. As
students, we believe that
we can be successful in the
world as we come to better
understand and apply ourselves in these areas. The
last day of the week will
focus on career advancement and on preparation to
entering the workforce.
The activities of the week
include service projects,
competitions, speakers, a
movie night in the ballroom,
an etiquette dinner, a “clubbin’ night” (an opportunity
to have fun and meet the
business clubs), a resume
review and much more. All
are invited to come and
participate in each of these
activities. Every activity is
free, with the exception
of the etiquette dinner at
Hamilton’s. So make it a fun
week and come join us.
A special thanks to
Kenny McFarland and the
Business Week committee
that has spent so much time
and effort in organizing and
planning all of the events.
Thanks again.
Comments may be sent to
landon.essig@gmail.com

Diamonds are Forever

For more than a century, thousands of couples throughout Northern Utah
have experienced fair and honest transactions at S.E. Needham Jewelers.
We consistently beat the prices of 50-70% off sales, so-called wholesale
prices, internet sites, and student discounts. You will find superior value at
our store; we offer a 30-day money-back guarantee to back it up.

LOVE ROCKS

Store Hours:

The Diamond Engagement Ring Store...since 1896

Monday - Saturday
10:00 - 7:00

141 North Main • 752-7149
www.seneedham.com

Part Time Snowsports
Instructors Wanted!

Call 753-0921 for information.

Come Work AND Play in Alaska!
Now Hiring Driver‐Guides for all Alaska Locations!

Visit us in the Salt Lake Area
November 9th‐13th
We will be in the Salt Lake area interviewing
for the 2010 season.
Visit us at www.AlaskaTourJobs.com for a list
of events or to APPLY ONLINE
Recruiting Locations Include: BYU, UVU, SLCC
USU...Check the website for more details

DRIVER‐GUIDES WANTED
~Summer Job Opportunity for 2010
~Paid Commercial Driver’s License & Tour
Guide Training—Local Provo Training Center
~Earn College Credit along with your CDL.
~Eligible for Season Completion Bonus.
~Travel Allowance to and from Alaska.
~Discounted Travel Privileges in Alaska and
and worldwide—Including Cruises.
~Great work experience in a beautiful
setting

For more information and to APPLY ONLINE visit www.AlaskaTourJobs.com
*Driver‐Guides must be 21 years of age and have a clean driving record.
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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StatesmanBack Burner

Monday

Nov. 2
-Business Week
-Big Blue Coach’s Luncheon, 12 p.m.
-True Aggie Night, Quad, 11:30 p.m.

Today is Monday, Nov. 2,
2009. Today’s issue of The
Utah Statesman is published especially for Skyler
Knowlton, junior in biology, from Layton, Utah.

Almanac
Today in History: In
1947, The Hughes
“Spruce Goose”
Flying Boat–the largest
aircraft ever built–is
piloted by designer
Howard Hughes on
its first and only flight.
Built with laminated
birch and spruce, the
massive wooden aircraft had a wingspan
longer than a football
field and was designed
to carry more than 700
men to battle.

Weather
Tuesday’s Weather
High: 60° Low: 32°
Mostly Sunny

Monday, Nov. 2, 2009

Tuesday

Nov. 3
-Business Week
-USU Wellness Expo, TSC
International Lounge, 9 a.m.
-Logan Canyon Winds in
Performance, Performance Hall, 7:30
p.m.

Wednesday

Nov. 4

-Business Week
-Jazz combos concert, Performance
Hall, 7:30 p.m.

Student deadlines You need to know....

Brain Waves • B. Streeter

Registrar’s Office Deadlines:
Nov. 9 is the last day to submit
petition for late drop forms.
From Nov. 10 through Dec. 11
no dropping of classes will be
permitted.

You are invited to participate
in the USU Wellness Expo being
held Nov. 3 from 9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
in the TSC on the 2nd floor. This
provides an opportunity for
people around the valley to share
ideas, services and other wellness
related info that can improve our
The Council on Undergraduate quality of life. For more info please
Research is calling for stucontact caroline.shugart@usu.
dents to submit an abstract of
edu or call her at 435-797-0735. Be
their research; each abstract
well USU.
should explain the work that
Study Abroad Summer 2010
was performed and discuss the in Chile. A representative from
importance of the work to soci- USU partner university PUCety. Submit online at www.cur. Valparaiso will present an infororg. by Nov. 1. For assistance,
mation session about the first-year
contact the USU Undergraduate Spanish language program in
Research Office.
Chile for summer 2010. The information session will be Nov. 2 at 2
p.m. in TSC 335. All are invited.
The 2009 Aggie Passport
Please contact the Office of Study
Experience is coming to a close. Abroad for more info: studyPlease submit your passport
abroad@usu.edu or 797-0601.
with 6, 8, or 10 stamps to TSC
The Senior Gift is a century
314 no later than Nov. 23. For
old tradition that helps seniors
more information call 797-1132. gather together and leave their legacy at USU. Students are asked to
donate $20.09 towards the campus
Opportunity Quest is a busimaps. Donate online at www.usu.
ness plan competition for all
edu/seniorgift, click on make a
students. It is a chance to imple- gift online or visit Old Main room
ment your amazing business
106
idea and present it to a panel
Stokes Nature Center will
of judges. If you win, you could host its 12th Annual Dinner and
walk away with $3,000 to start
Auction Fundraiser at 6 p.m. on
your own business and a chance Nov. 7 at the Copper Mill resat $40,000 more. Come to the
taurant. Celebrate ‘60s culture
orientation Nov. 3 at 7:30 p.m.
and color with this year’s theme:
in BUS 211.
Flower Power. The event includes
dinner, music, entertainment,
live and silent auctions and more.
The Chemistry and
Tickets are $40 per person and
Biochemistry Departmental
can be purchased at Fuhriman’s
Seminar will be held Nov. 4
Framing and Fine Art, College of
from 4-5 p.m. in ESLC 046. The Natural Resources dean’s office or
speaker will be Akif Tezcan
by calling SNC at 435-755-3239.
from UC San Diego.
For more info visit www.logannature.org.

Undergraduates

Aggie Passport

Moderately Confused • Stahler

Business contest

Chemistry

More FYI listings, Interactive
Calendar and Comics at
www.aggietownsquare.com
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Iced: Ags regulate on Weber
By G. CHRISTOPHER TERRY
assistant sports editor

AGGIE WING TYLER MISTELBACHER raises his arms in celebration after
scoring his second goal against Weber State Friday night in the Eccles Ice Arena.
Mistelbacher finished with a hat trick as USU asserted its dominance over a fierce instate rival, 10-3. G. CHRISTOPHER TERRY photo

If game recognizes game then the
Weber State Wildcats are looking kind
of unfamiliar right now.
Freshman wing Tyler Mistelbacher
bulled his way to a hat trick, junior
wing Brendan MacDonald had a gamehigh four points, and the Utah State
Aggies left no doubt in a dominant 10-3
win over the Wildcats Friday night in
the Eccles Ice Arena.
“We turned all of our chances into
scoring opportunities,” USU’s Jeff
Sanders said, “and we buried all of
them, so I think the next time they
come here they’re going to be a little
more timid.”
Weber State goalie Jonas Jorgensen’s
inability to control rebounds put the
Wildcats behind an eight ball the size
of Gibraltar from early in the first peri-

od. With fewer than five minutes off
the clock, some nice power-play passing
by Jay McFadden and Sanders teed the
puck up for defender Jeremy Martin,
who buried a slap shot from the point.
Despite being hampered with a goalie
who seemingly couldn’t glove a little
league grounder, the Wildcats demonstrated that they can be dangerous,
particularly if they can move through
the neutral zone with speed. With
11:09 remaining, Weber’s Chris Dietsch
scored on the rush to tie the game.
Weber almost took the lead moments
later when Billy Gouthro gave a puck
away to Chris Roberts at the Weber
blue line, and Roberts was off to the
races heading the other way. Finatti
snuffed out the breakaway, one of the
few times he was truly tested in the

- See ICED, page 16

GAME 8: FRESNO 31, USU 27

Aggies fade
in second
By TIM OLSEN
sports editor
Twenty-seven first-half
points and a 10-point halftime lead had Utah State (2-6,
1-3) thinking upset on the
road Saturday at Fresno State
(5-3, 4-1). But two missed
field goals and the inability
to execute in critical situations during the second half
doomed the Aggies once
again, as they lost to the
Bulldogs 31-27.
“It’s about the third time
this year we’ve lost in the
fourth quarter. It never gets
any easier. It just keeps getting harder and harder,”
said USU junior receiver Eric
Moats in a post-game radio
interview. “The team’s there,
we’re right there, but for some
reason we just can’t put it
away. It’s just something we’ve
got to learn to do.”
Coming off its first conference win of the season, USU
played with a fire on the road
forcing the Bulldogs into two
second-quarter turnovers.
The Aggies turned those turnovers into 10 points.

After falling behind 17-10,
the Aggies scored 17 points
in the second quarter. USU
quarterback Diondre Borel
and sophomore running back
Robert Turbin each played a
major role in the push, and
each recorded one-yard touchdown runs.
Turbin, who finished with
138 yards rushing on 19 carries, outshined Fresno State’s
Ryan Mathews – the nation’s
leading rusher – during the
first three quarters of play.
“Mathews has had a great
season so far, but I think
Robert Turbin is the best back
in the WAC, no question,”
Moats said. “The work ethic
that Turbo has on and off the
field, the leadership qualities that he shows, he’s just a
wonderful young man and he
leads this team on and off the
field.”
Following Borel’s score,
with fewer than two minutes
remaining in the period, safety Rajric Coleman intercepted
Bulldog quarterback Ryan
Colburn, giving the ball to
USU at its own 44-yard line.
The Aggies were able to move
the ball down to the Fresno

AGGIES LIZ MCARTHUR, Chelsea Fowles and Lauren
Bodily chase after a volleyball Saturday night in the Dee Glen Smith
Spectrum. USU lost to New Mexico State in three sets. PATRICK
ODEN photo

FRESNO STATE RUNNING BACK Ryan Mathews sheds a tackler and gains yardage
against Utah State Saturday afternoon in Fresno, Calif. Mathews finished with 185 yards on
the ground and two rushing touchdowns. AP photo

State six-yard line before the
clock forced USU to settle for
a 23-yard Chris Ulinski field
goal.
However, in what has
become a familiar scene
for Aggie fans, coaches and
players, one great half of
play doesn’t add up to a win.
Favored by 17-points coming
in, Fresno State methodically
began to work its way back
into the game.
After trading punts early in
the second half, the Bulldogs
struck first when running

back Lonyae Miller scored
on a two-yard run midway
through the third quarter.
The score pulled Fresno State
back within a field goal of the
Aggies.
For the remainder of the
third, the defenses stepped up
again, and neither team had
a chance to score until the
Aggies were able to move the
ball down to the Bulldog’s 14yard line in the fourth quarter. An incomplete pass on
third down forced the Aggies,
once again, to settle for a field

goal.
Ulinksi subsequently
missed the 31-yard attempt,
giving even more momentum
back to the home team.
“We’ve got to be able to
score in the red zone, get
some more touchdowns,”
USU head coach Gary
Andersen said in a post-game
radio interview. “The game
becomes physical in those
situations, and at this point
we’re struggling on offense

- See FADE, page 16

VOLLEYBALL

Back off track
By CONNOR JONES
sports senior writer

Following a much needed win on Thursday
night, the volleyball team returned to the
Spectrum on Saturday and lost to New Mexico
State in three sets. USU’s record is now 13-12
overall and 4-8 in conference play while NMSU
moves to 9-3 in the conference and 14-8 overall.
“We needed to find a way to dig and touch
some balls, but we couldn’t for the first two
games,” head coach Grayson DuBose said. “In
the third, we started to get on some good tendencies but by then it was too little too late.”
The first set saw USU jump out to an early lead
before, up with a score of 10-7, three straight
attack errors from Liz McArthur, followed
by a NMSU service ace and a powerful kill by
NMSU’s star outside hitter, Kayleigh Giddens.
New Mexico State took the lead 12-10. With USU
down 23-19, the Aggies went on a 5-0 run and
had match point six times before NMSU took

the first set 31-29. The New Mags had a .167 (1910-54) hitting percentage in the first set, compared to USU’s .091 (13-8-55).
Utah State hit a dismal .028 (9-8-36) percentage in the second set while New Mexico State hit
a .333 (16-3-39). After the tough first-set loss the
Aggies were never able to get in a groove during
the second set, losing 16-25.
In the third set, New Mexico State was held
close until at 8-8 the New Mags went on a 4-1
run to lead 9-12. NMSU went on to win the set
25-21 and the match 3-0.
USU hit a .043 (12-11-46) percentage while
NMSU hit a .235 (12-4-34). USU finished the
match with a hitting percentage of .058 (35-27137) while New Mexico hit a .236 (47-17-127).
The Aggies’ two more service aces than New
Mexico and four fewer service errors were irrelevant as USU had 10 more attack errors and five
fewer team blocks.
Junior middle blocker Danielle Taylor led the
Ags with eight kills and only one hitting error.
– c.h.j@aggiemail.usu.edu

TouchBase
WACStandings
Football
Nevada
Boise State
Fresno State
Idaho
La. Tech
N.M. State
Utah State
S.J. State
Hawaii

WAC
4-0
3-0
4-1
4-1
2-3
1-3
1-3
0-3
0-5

OVERALL
5-3
8-0
5-3
7-2
3-5
3-6
2-6
1-6
2-6

Soccer seniors
go out strong,
3-0 over NMSU
BY USU ATHLETICS

Utah State soccer sent
its seniors out in style with
an impressive 3-0 win over
New Mexico State Sunday
at Chuck and Gloria Bell
Soccer Field. The Aggies
honored seniors Lindsey
Smart, Erin Salmon and
Sydne Garner by scoring
two goals in the first three
minutes of play.
With the win, Utah
State clinched the second seed in the upcoming Western Athletic
Conference Tournament
in Boise, Idaho, Nov. 5-8.
The Aggies end the regular
season 10-8-2 and 5-2-1 in
WAC action. USU has now
won at least 10 matches
four-straight seasons and
advanced to the WAC
Tournament all five
seasons it has been in the
league. New Mexico State
dropped to 9-8-1 overall
and 4-3-1 in the league and
awaits its seed in the tournament.
“This was a pretty
fun way to send out our
seniors,” USU head coach
Heather Cairns said. “It
is our fourth consecutive
10-win season. With the
win we took second in the
league, and we get a bye in
the first round. The thing
that I am most proud of
was that we played 90 minutes. I couldn’t have asked
for our team to come out
harder.”
Utah State wasted no
time getting on the board,
scoring its fastest goal of
the season. Sophomore
forward Shantel Flanary
headed in a goal to the
far post off the pass from
fellow sophomore Allie
Maduell just 18 seconds
into the match to give USU
the early 1-0 lead. The goal
was Flanary’s
team-leading 10th goal of
the season and ties Lauren
Hansen’s 2007 mark for
fifth all-time in goals in
a season. She now has 10
goals and three assists for
23 points which is also fifth
for most points in a season.
Junior Heather Pond
gave the Aggies a 2-0
advantage in the third minute of the match, scoring
her first goal of the season.
Pond took a Lauren Hansen
pass and blasted in a shot
from 20 yards out. Hansen
now has three assists this
season.
“What we heard about
New Mexico State was that
they play a whole 90 minutes,” Pond said. “We knew
that we had to come out
hard. Friday we had a
break in our game when we
lost it. So that was one of
our main goals today was
to play a whole 90 minutes.”
The USU defense kept
NMSU off the scoreboard
in the first half, as USU
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sports editor
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Earlier last week the first real snowstorm of the season arrived
in Cache Valley. Similar to every year, the arrival of the snow
could signal only one thing: USU basketball has arrived.
The Aggies played Northwest Nazarene in the team’s first
competition against opposition other than itself, blowing away
the Crusaders 85-51, much to the delight of 8,641 on hand at the
Spectrum.
“The easy thing to say is, What good does a game like that
do you, and it does us a lot of good,” said USU head coach Stew
Morrill. “It gets a lot of guys minutes. It gets us playing against
somebody besides ourselves. We’ll be able to break down the tape
and get a lot out of that game.”
November 5th 7:00pm-10:00pm
Junior forward Tai Wesley and JC transfer Nate Bendall tallied
November 6th 9:00am-10:00pm
17 points apiece to lead the Aggies on a combined 15-of-16 shooting. Bendall filled in nicely for departed WAC player of the year
November 7th 9:00am-8:00pm
Gary Wilkinson in his return to the Spectrum floor.
“It was definitely nice to establish our inside game early, and it
was fun,” Wesley said. “I think we looked for our other posts a lot,
and we were feeding it really nice. It was a lot of fun tonight.”
Fresh off a school-record 30-win season, the Aggies wasted no
time jumping on the overmatched Crusaders, 12-0. Wesley highlighted the opening tear with a thunderous right-handed dunk,
after he knocked the ball away from an NNU player and tipped
it ahead to senior guard Jared Quayle, who then left the ball for
Wesley.
Quayle had a relatively quiet night, finishing with 9 points on
3-of-6 shooting, six rebounds and three assists.
USU’s charge was helped early on by a ferocious defensive
effort. The Aggie big men tallied six blocks in the opening period
– three by Wesley – and forced the Crusaders into multiple airballs.
Despite their early success, neither the players nor Morrill were
too excited about the team’s defensive effort.
Another area the Aggies are hoping to improve in is rebounding. USU held a large edge in most statistical categories but only
outrebounded NNU by two – including an 18-7 disadvantage on
the offensive glass.
“I thought we did some good things, but I keep harping on
She says, ‘Ah, Can I get Your
them about defense and rebounding. We were behind on the
Friend’s phone number?
boards most of that game and that’s a major concern for us,”
said. “We don’t block out anybody right now. We get beat
She says, ‘Ah,Morrill
I getdefensively.”
Your
offCan
the dribble
Helped
by a pair of freshman, Preston Medlin and Tyrone
Friend’s phone
number?
White, the Aggies continued to pile on the points. USU scored 48
points in the first half and led by 22 at the break.
Medlin, an offensive product from Carrollton, Texas, was espe-
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AGGIE CENTER NATE BENDALL towers over a Northwest
Nazarene player as he contests his shot. Point guard Jared Quayle is
also in pursuit. PATRICK ODEN photo

cially impressive, knocking down his first five attempts on his
way to 12 points.
“We had some freshman go out and make some shots and act
like it was no big deal, so that’s always good to have your new
guys do some good things,” Morrill said. “Preston Medlin has
a scorer’s mentality, we knew that about him when we recruited
him. He thinks that’s what he’s supposed to do, and it appears he
might be right.”
In the second half, the Aggies started out a little sloppy, buoyed
by their big lead. Nevertheless, that lead continued to grow. Some
nice post moves by Wesley, a 3-point barrage by White and six
straight points by Bendall put USU up by as many as 40 points.
“Nate Bendall welcome home. We’re glad to have you back,”
Morrill said. “I always knew Nate was a good player. I remember
watching him when he was in high school, and I turned to my
assistant after warm-ups and said, ‘We want him.’ And I hadn’t
even seen him play a game yet.”
– t.olsen@aggiemail.usu.edu

Marianne Poulson

Submitted by

Cross country wins fifth-straight WAC title
By CONNOR JONES
sports senior writer

Utah State men’s cross
country team won its fifthstraight WAC Championship
title on Saturday in Reno, Nev.
The women’s team finished
in second place behind New
Mexico State.
Sophomore Brian McKenna
crossed the line in first place
overall and was named WAC
Cross Country Athlete of the
Year. McKenna finished the
8-k race in 26:00.1, 4.3 seconds
in front of second place finisher Erick Garcia from Fresno

State. McKenna has been the
first Aggie to cross the finish
line in each of the events run
this year.
“The course was really hard,”
McKenna said, “but as a team
we just kept pushing. It felt
really good to win today, but
our team worked really hard
too.”
Six members of the men’s
team were named to the allWAC team, which long-time
head coach Gregg Gensel said
is a great accomplishment.
Sophomore Daniel Howell
finished third overall and
earned first-team all-WAC

with a time of 26:04.4. Senior
3000m Steeple Chase star,
Steve Strickland, finished in
sixth place at 26:34.5 and was
named to the all-WAC team
along with Nick Bolinder,
who finished just 2.3 seconds
behind Strickland for seventh place. Sophomore Steve
Atkinson and senior Jason Holt
were given second-team allWAC honors for finishing in
26:39.0 and 26:51.8 for eighth
and 12th place, respectively.
Sophomore Jessie Chugg
was the top Aggie finisher on
the women’s side, finishing
the 5-k course in 19:34.5 for

first-team all-WAC honors and
fourth place. Alicia Holt and
Alex Litzsinger were the next
two Aggie finishers coming in
at 20:06.6 and 20:13.9 taking
13th and 16th, respectively.
Holt earned second-team
honors with her 13th-place
performance. Finishing within
a four-second window were
freshman Kaylee Campbell,
juniors Kim Quinn and Justine
Baugh coming in 18th, 19th
and 23rd at 20:23.1, 20:23.8,
20:27.7, respectively.
– c.h.j@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Announcements
Announcements
Warren Miller’s Ski and Snowboarding Film
“Dynasty” Free Mid-week Lift ticket to the
Canyon’s ($81 value, good all season)and
subscription to Skiing Magazine for all paid
attendees. Kent Concert Hall 8pm Nov.
12,13. Advance ticket $15 at Al’s or the Fine
Arts/CSA Ticket Office (435-797-8022),
Door $18.
Christian Bible Study Sunday, 7 p.m., Food
Science Building Room 202, www.hotm.tv
Emmanuel Baptist Church in Hyrum, worth
the drive! www.ebchyrum.com
Apartments forfor
Rent
Apts.
Sale
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30% off for USU
Students & Faculty

Aggie Village Large Private Bedroom
Spring Contract: Female I am selling my
contract for a single Aggie Village Large
Bedroom apartment. Will have a roomate
but you will have your own private room.
Total payment of $1633 is the total housing fee you pay to the University which includes all utilities, internet, cable, and most
amenities. There is a laundry-mat on site
with hook-ups available in apartment. It is a
nice apartment, on campus (only a 10 minute walk), and near both Aggie Shuttle and
CVTS bus stops. The building, as well as
those surrounding it, are made up of mostly
first or second year graduate students and
juniors/seniors in undergrad. Email Kerry
if you are interested in buying the Spring
contract or in seeing the apartment or with
any questions! For a video tour you can go
to housing.usu.edu and click on housing
options then Aggie Village.
Female Spring 2010 Contract - Pineview
Apartments Shared contract at Pineview
apartments! Monthly rent $265. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. Adjacent to Logan City and
Utah State University shuttle bus stops.
Coin-operated laundry facilities equipped
with commercial Maytag washers and dryers. Indoor bicycle storage. 5 Easy going
roommates. Everything is furnished. Need
to sell ASAP! I’m moving to SLC!
Spring Male Rent Contract For Sale $215.00
Hillside Apartments LOCATED A HALF
A BLOCK AWAY from USU campus.
The $200.00 Deposit already paid. Only
$215.00 per month rent to manager. DECEMBER 2009 and APRIL 2010 RENT

WILL ALL READY BE COVERED. I am
asking $215.00 for the selling price of the
contract, because the contract required
that I had to pay the first (September 2009)
and last month (April 2010) rent. Contract
ends at the end of April 2010. 3 great
roommates, and easy going apartment
manager. The apartment has 2 bedrooms,
a kitchen area, family room, and A/C cooling. Rent payment to manager INCLUDES
gas (heat), furnishings (2 couches, kitchen
table/chairs, 2 beds and 2 dressers in each
room.) Washers/Dryers are located in the
basement of apartment complex. Contact
Hayden at: 801-471-1977
2 Bedroom Family/Married Student Housing
Need a bigger space? This is perfect!Beautiful,
Roomy, Clean.Two bedrooms, 1 1/2 bath.
Married housing, or 1 single. Clean & unfurnished. Washer/dryer hookup. Central
Air. Working dishwasher, fridge, and stove.
Quiet neighborhood. Excellent landlord.
NO SMOKING, NO DRINKING, NO PETS.
Only $490.00 a month. 801-884-3436
Aggie Village Large Private Bedroom. Spring
Contract: Female Selling my spring contract for a Large Private Bedroom in the
single student housing of Aggie Village.
Total housing fee for the semester (move
in anytime in Dec and move out end of finals week in May) is $1633 which is roughly
$400 a month. This fee includes all utilities.
Apartment is located on bus stops for Aggie Shuttle and CVTD, is a 10 minute walk
from campus. Apartment is fully furnished,
with a storage room on back patio, is a nice
place to live if you are a USU student looking for a convenient living situation. Please
email me with questions or if interested
in seeing the apartment. Also, check out
housing.usu.edu to see a virtual tour of
apartment.
FEMALE APARTEMENT FOR SALE
Brentwood Apartments!Shared room both
contracts for sale. washer and dryer in
apartment, nice roommates bathroom in
each room, close to campus, fun atmosphere.
LLC Private Room for Sale
LLC Double Private Room, your choice of
meal plan, great location right next to
the Institute and on campus. Need to sell
ASAP, $2300 for spring semester.

Oakridge Apartment/ Female/Spring 09
Transferring schools would like to sell my contract for spring semester. New and clean
apartment. Largest bedroom to yourself.
All utilities included. Internet and cable
included. Close to campus. Free Aggie
Bus picks you up right up front and takes
you to campus. Free washer and dryer facilities. Game room, hot tub, and outdoor
pool. $335/mo. or $1490/semester Please
email me for information at ashley.j.hirz@
aggiemail.usu.edu
Men’s Spring Contract for Sale $1200
Private Room/Bathroom Woodrose Apt #4
(780 N 700 E) men’s spring contract for
sale. I am getting married. Great location, 5 min walk to TSC. 5 minute walk to
the Spectrum. Private Bedroom and Bathroom. Price includes $200 deposit. Available Dec. 14, ‘09 (possibly even sooner).
Great view of Cache Valley a plus. Contact
info:
wes.williams@aggiemail.usu.edu
208-201-3537
Reduced Rate Spring Female Contract for
Sale! Glennwood Apartments female
shared contract for sale. Great roommates,
close to campus (649 E. 800 N.), washer
and dryer IN apartment, bathroom in every
bedroom, fast internet, $1000 for whole
semester.
2008 Honda Accord 17500 or best offer
435-760-7352 We have owned this great car
for one year. We are the only owners and
the car has 9300 miles on it. It gets 30/35
mpg and has ABS and traction system, and
is great in the winter snow. The Accord is
silver exterior, light gray interior, and has
been well taken care of with regular routine
maintenance. Call us at 435-760-3990 to
schedule a test-drive or to make an offer-are willing to negotiate!
Autos for Sale for sale
Autos
1997 Cadilac Seville STS Engine: V8 4.6L
Northstar, Automatic Trans, 12 Disc CD
Changer, Moon Roof, Heated Leather,
Dual Power Seats, Boss Premium Sound,
Runs great! KBB Private Party Value
$4,775 Ask for Only $ 3,200 OBO need
money for tuition.
Computers & Electronics
Electronics
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new head phones for sale
ear pollution nerve pipes orange asking $30
they are brand new never been used still
in the package
New Logitech Webcam
I’m selling a Logitech webcam with headset earphones. Very sleek and compact,
comes in carrying pouch. $10. 435-7703226
iPod Classic 5th gen 30GB white $100 o.b.o.
Selling my 30GB 5th gen iPod classic for
$100 o.b.o. The screen is a bit scuffed up,
but isn’t very noticeable when the screen
is on. Has all of Led Zeppelin’s albums, all
of the Black Mages’ albums, lots of classical music, lots of j-pop/j-rock, and various
Final Fantasy music. Works just as good
as when I bought it. Email me or call me at
503-867-9781 if you are interested.
DELL Inspiron 600m Laptop w/ cool software
Pentium M 1.6 GHz Intel Centrino 1 GB
DDR Memory 80 GB 7200 rpm
Fast hard disk , monitor (1280*1024 Good for
visual design) DVD +/- Burner MS windows
XP professional
(Can upgrade to Windows 7) MS Office 2007
professional Adobe CS 3 Adobe acrobat
professional Windows live
Onecare Adobe photoshop Indesign Illustrator
urniture
Announcements
Furniture
Apartment Size Washer
Apartment size Kenmore washer. Fits in the
washer closets in Aggievillage. Has hookup hoses for attachment to kitchen sink
and wheels for easy movement. $40, will
deliver in Logan area if you help me get it
out of my apartment.

Health & Nutrition

gold with titanium strip in the center. From
Needham’s, but they don’t make this ring
anymore so I can’t return it. Size 9 1/2. Very
classy, come check it out! $380 (willing to
negotiate price).

Exercise bike--Schwinn Airdyne $195 or best
offer Used exercise bike in excellent condition. New Amazon.com price is $625. Used
E-bay prices range between $250-$400.
Call (435) 890-2930 to make an offer.

New Sterling Silver Shakespeare Bracelet
Brand new sterling silver cuff bracelet, inscribed with the words “to thine own self
be true” from Shakespeare’s Hamlet. Very
attractive and high quality, would make a
great gift! Retails online for $60. I’m asking
$15. 770-3226

Jewelry
Jewelry
Men’s Wedding Band - Brand New!
Great looking men’s wedding band. White

2297 North Main, Logan
753-6444

$2000 Wedding Ring OBO
This ring was purchased at Sierra-West Jewelers. The cut is excellent and the carat is
.41, princess cut, colorless to near colorless, has fantastic clarity. It has a 14KT
White Gold with 6 princess cut diamonds
set into the band. Size 7-7.5. Included is
the Personal Jewelry Insurance Application. This ring is truly beautiful.
Miscellaneousfor Sale
Misc.

9 PG-13

Daily 4:20
Sat 12:00, 2:00

G-Force PG
Daily 4:45
Sat 12:15, 2:45

500 Days of
Summer PG-13

Norpro cast iron fondue set. It is still in the
box, has been opened but never used.
They retail for $30-$40. First $15 takes it
home.

Daily 6:45 9:35
No 9:35 on Sunday

G.I Joe: Rise of Cobra
PG-13

Alpine 6 CD changer for Automobiles For sale
Alpine 6 CD changer for autos. The dust
cover has cracked, but otherwise works
great. $10.

Daily 9:20

Harry Potter and No 9:20 on Sunday
the Half Blood
Surrogates PG-13
Prince PG
Daily 7:15, 9:30
Daily 3:45, 6:35
Sat 12:45

Whip It PG-13

Daily 9:45
No 9:45 on Sunday

Yamaha 5-piece Drumset --$650/obo. Near
mint condition, looks and sounds incred-

No 9:30 on Sunday

Up PG

UNIVERSITY 6

Daily 4:30, 7:00
Sat 12:30, 2:30

1225 N 200 E (Behind Home Depot)

• LAW ABIDING CITIZEN*
•

STADIUM 8

535 W 100 N, Providence

• COUPLES RETREAT* (PG-13)
1:20, 4:05, 6:30, 9:05

• VAMPIRE’S ASSISTANT*

(PG-13) 12:40, 2:55, 5:10, 7:25, 9:40

• MICHAEL JACKSON’S
THIS IS IT* (PG)
1:30, 4:00, 6:45, 9:00

• INVENTION OF LYING*(PG-13)
12:30, 2:45, 5:00, 7:15, 9:30

(R) 12:45, 3:00, 5:15, 7:30, 9:45

NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS*
(PG) in 3D 12:30, 2:10, 3:50, 5:30,
7:10 8:50

• MICHAEL JACKSON’S
THIS IS IT* (PG)

12:30, 2;45, 5:00, 7:15, 9:30•

WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE*
(PG) 12:30, 2:40, 4:50, 7:00, 9:10

• COUPLES RETREAT* (PG-13)
1:15, 4:00, 6:45, 9:15

• PARANORMAL ACTIVITY* (R)

12:35, 2:25, 4:15, 6:05, 7:55, 9:45

A CHRISTMAS CAROL & NEW MOON
TICKETS AVAILABLE ONLINE AT
WWW.MOVIESWEST.COM

MOVIES 5

2450 N Main Street
• ASTRO BOY (PG)
1:00, 3:10 5:20, 7:30, 9:40
4:05, 6:55 Fri/Sat 9:05
• WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE*
(PG) 12:40, 2:50, 5:00, 7:10, 9:20 • CAPITALISM: A LOVE STORY
• ASTRO BOY* (PG)
(R) 4:00, 6:30 Fri/Sat 9:00
1:15, 3:15, 5:15, 7:15, 9:15
• ZOMBIELAND* (R)
• SAW VI* (R)
4:15, 6:55, Fri/Sat 9:25
1:05, 3:15, 5:25, 7:35, 9:45
• CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF
MEATBALLS (PG)
MIDNIGHT SHOWS FRIDAY & SATURDAY
4:10, 7:10 Fri/Sat 9:20
UNIVERSITY 6 ONLY $5.50
• SAW VI* (R)
*NO PASSES OR DISCOUNT TICKETS
4:25, 7:10, Fri/Sat 9:25

• STEPFATHER* (PG-13)

ible! Black, 6-ply mahogany drum shells
featuring Yamaha Air Seal System. 22-inch
bass drum, 12 and 13-inch mounted rack
toms, 16-inch floor tom and matching 14inch wood snare drum. Many extras including hi-hat, cymbal, and snare drum stands,
belt-drive Yamaha bass drum pedal, Tama
drum throne, and Zildjian cymbals. (14-inch
hi-hats and an 18-inch crash/ride) Rare to
find a drum set this nice and in this condition for this price! Need space so it must
go soon. Located in Providence, contact
Michael at (435)890-9449
Personal Care
Personal
Care
Mary Kay
Buy 2 products get the third 50% off of equal

or lower value please. Call or text to receive a free catalog.
Sporting Goods
Sporting
Goods
Men’s North Face Denali Fleece Jacket. $25 I
am selling a Men’s The North Face Denali
fleece jacket, size medium. This fleece is
older, but in good condition and extremely
warm. It is green, has the thick pile fleece,
and windguard material on the shoulders
and front.
Exercise bike--Schwinn Airdyne $195 or best
offer Used exercise bike in excellent condition. New Amazon.com price is $625. Used
E-bay prices range between $250-$400.
Call (435) 890-2930 to make an offer.
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Women’s soccer tops Louisiana Tech
That all changed when Dyches let loose a searing 20-yard shot from the corner of the penalty
box that went where no collegiate goalkeeper
can go – into the top corner of the far-side netting.
“Usually I look to cross when I’m there,”
Dyches said of her goal, “and for some reason I
just thought, ‘I have an opportunity. I’m going to
go for it.’ And it worked out.”
“It’s a game winner,” head coach Heather
Cairns said of Dyches’ goal. “It’s a big goal. It’s a
big accomplishment for her to get on the board
and get that monkey off her back. She’s looked
good. She’s looked dangerous for us at other
times, and for her to get that monkey off her

FADE: Bulldogs play catchup

ICED: Aggies bury Wildcats in second period

-continued from page 13

-continued from page 13
game en route to 19 saves.
Late in a tentative first period that often
appeared to be taking place underwater,
Mistelbacher one-timed a McFadden feed
for his first goal. After the intermission,
Weber wasted no time evening things up,
as old Aggie nemesis Dane Ludolph scored
on the rush barely a minute into the second.
USU surged back into the lead thanks
to goals by MacDonald and Gouthro
before Roberts scored for the visitors, but
his rebound goal would be the last time
Weber would get to Finatti, and the last
glimmer of hope for the handful of purpleclad ‘Cat fans who made the drive up from
Ogden.
Just 2:57 after Roberts brought Weber
clawing back to within 4-3, Mistelbacher
slammed a heavy shot off the end boards
behind Jorgensen, which rebounded out
to the far side of the goal. As Jorgensen
tried to gather himself to protect his other
post, Mistelbacher cut across the top of
the crease to get his own rebound and
whip it into the open net. Falling behind
by two goals seemed to be the signal for
the Weber bench to pack it in, as the result
of the game was never in doubt again after
Mistelbacher’s board-assisted goal.
Mistelbacher deflected praise to fellow
Canucks MacDonald and team captain
Kent Arsenault, saying, “I’m getting in a

groove, but it’s more my linemates. They
set me up real nice and I’m just putting
them away.”
As the second period wound down,
USU was cranking into high gear. Sanders
converted the team’s fourth power play
goal with 22 seconds remaining, making
it 6-3, Aggies, but it easily could have been
much worse for Weber: two USU goals,
by Mistelbacher and Sanders, were waved
off by the officiating crew with under two
minutes to go.
The third period was a routine example
of a tired, less-talented team being
knocked around, out-skated and scored on
four times by an energetic opponent that
seemed quite capable of playing a fourth.
“We came out strong and the wheels
kept turning from there,” Sanders said.
“They have a short bench to begin with so
that helps us out a lot.”
Sanders, along with Arsenault, was lost
to the team for the last two weeks after
both sustained concussions against the
Colorado State Rams. The two combined
for five points in their return to the ice,
but more importantly, they firmed up the
third and fourth lines by bumping two
skaters down from the top two lines.
“I felt a little slow coming out,” Sanders
said. “I had to get my feet back underneath
me. I felt really well in the second and in
the third I felt amazing.”

– graham.terry@aggiemail.usu.edu

STORE HOURS:
Mon.-Sat. 6:00 AM - Midnight,

Closed Sunday
Logan
555 E. 1400 N. • (435) 755-5100
Pharmacy (435) 750-0258

Smithfield
850 S. Main • (435) 563-6251
Pharmacy (435) 563-6201
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and defense in the red zone
– to get touchdowns and to
not allow our opponents to
get touchdowns. We need to
improve in those areas.”
The six points left on the
field by Ulinski would have
been enough for USU to hold
onto the lead, but Moats agreed
with his coach that the blame
is as much on the offense as the
kicker.
“It’s not all on Chris. A lot
of it’s on the offense. We’ve got
to be able to get seven instead
of three in those situations,”
Moats said. “If we score at least
two more touchdowns when
we’re down in the red zone it
changes the entire game.”
All four of USU’s field goal
attempts came after moving
the ball inside the Bulldogs’ 20yard line.
Fresno State got back to
work after the miss, retaking
the lead on a 10-yard jaunt by
Mathews with just fewer than
five minutes remaining in
the game. After starting slow,
Mathews finished with 185
yards on 23 carries.
With two timeouts, the
Aggies had plenty of time for

Arsenault struck a similar note, saying,
“I have a lot of pressure on my shoulders
as a leader on this team and I think I
jumped out too quick with my effort and
I was trying a little bit too much. Once I
started settling down in the third period
things started coming back to me.”
Adding to the entertainment value of
the six-goal second period was a fight
between USU’s Mackenzie York and Devon
Benike, which York said was initiated
when Benike went after MacDonald. York,
who sports an old-time hockey grin, was
happy to play the role of enforcer.
“He went after Brendan early, then he
was running his mouth to me so I said,
‘Well, let’s go,’” York, a Canadian defenseman, said. “Where I played before you got
rolled for stuff like that.”
After York jolted Benike a few times,
the Wildcat defenseman was able to tie
up York’s punching arm, and eventually
tripped him and brought both fighters to
the ice.
“I just wish he wouldn’t have backed off.
I tried squaring up, and he didn’t want to
have any of it,” York said. “Slew-footed me
at the end so that was pretty brutal.”
After a seven-goal loss, Weber State’s
future prospects in this rivalry also look
brutal.

www.leesmarketplace.com

Visit our red box®
for your favorite
new releases.
Just $1 per day!

Prices Effective November 2nd - 7th, 2009

some heroics of their own, but
it was not to be.
Despite piling up 503 yards
of total offense, USU got very
little of that on its final drive,
as the Aggies were held to their
only three-and-out of the game.
Mathews was then able to put
away the game for the Bulldogs,
and Borel never got another
shot to lead the Aggies to victory.
Fresno State’s comeback
overshadowed another great
performance by the junior signal caller, one in which he ran
for a career-high 105 yards and
completed 20-of-31 passes for
240 yards and no interceptions.
Borel has an 11-1 touchdown
to interception ratio on the
season.
“I thought Diondre was absolutely fantastic in getting out
of trouble once again. There’s
a number of times that young
man gets us out of trouble with
his legs, then is able to throw
the ball downfield and make
big type plays,” Andersen said.
“I’ve never been around anybody like him.”
–t.olsen@aggiemail.usu.edu
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AN AGGIE SOCCER PLAYER heads the ball
against La. Tech Friday. CODY GOCHNOUR photo

800 East

Jamee Dyches’ 77th-minute goal gave USU
a 2-1 lead the Aggies would not relinquish in
Friday’s match against the Louisiana Tech Lady
Techsters.
Dyches has been a solid backup for Shantel
Flanary and Lauren Hansen all season. The 5foot-1-inch freshman forward from Bountiful
has been able to give relief to her teammates in
key moments while providing the Aggies with
the speed to create opportunities in games. For
Dyches, the opportunities have come but up
until Friday, Dyches had been unable to execute.

back, I think it will open up the floodgates. She’s
been very dangerous in that left forward position for us.”
Dyches’ goal carried special significance.
The goal earned the win that clinched a WAC
tournament berth for the Aggies – a berth some
thought that USU would clinch last weekend
while on the road against Hawaii. Since USU
didn’t get it done on the island, all the pressure
to qualify came down to the last weekend of the
season. Cairns said she didn’t want the situation
to be this way.
“I didn’t want to leave it to the last weekend,”
Cairns said.
– la.hem@aggiemail.usu.edu
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By LANDON HEMSLEY
staff writer

1000 North

14 oz. Raisin Bran Extra or
14.5-18 oz. Asst. Mini Wheats

Kellogg’s Cereal

3 9
$

for

Season of Tradition
8.7-12 oz.
Select Varieties

General Mills
Cereal

1

$ 97

12 oz. pkg.

Bar S Meat
Franks

79

¢

Big Buy
Bacon

99¢

ea.

5-10.25 oz. Value Menu
Select Varieties

Banquet
Dinners

98
Gold
Pineapple

79

¢

lb.

¢

Freschetta or
Wolfgang Puck
12 inch Asst.

Pizza

3

$

99

79

¢

lb.

1

$ 09

99¢

Baking
Chips

1

$ 87
Western Family 10-11.5 oz.

Mandarin
Oranges

39¢

Western Family
Bread

1

$ 24

Western Family
24 pk. Half Liter Bottles

Premium
Drinking Water

298

$

Stephen’s 16 oz.

4 pk. 3.5 oz. Pudding
or Juicy Gels Asst.

14 oz. Bag White
or Yellow Corn

99

$ 88

¢

Gourmet Hot
Cocoa Mix

10

3$
for

1

$ 79

24 oz. Sandwich Bread,
Split Top, Cracked Wheat
or Buttermilk

Guittard 11.5-12 oz.

Stuffing
Mix

ShurSaving
Milk

Western Family
Oatmeal

3 5

Evaporated
Milk

Gallon 1%, 2%
or Fat Free Skim

18 oz.Quick Oats or
Old Fashioned

89

Fresh Crisp

Broccoli or
Cauliflower

Powdered or
Brown Sugar

125

$

69

89

lb.

77¢

Rice or
Pasta Roni

Western Family 12.8-14 oz.
Rice, Corn or Wheat

Western Family 12 oz.

¢

Cake Mixes

Golden Grain
4.2-7.2 oz. Asst.

Western Family 6 oz.

Juicy Sweet Jonagold,
Braeburn or Cameo

Large Apples

Western Family
18.25-18.5 oz. Asst.
(Excludes Angel Food)

Western Family 32 oz.
(Excludes Dark Brown)

16 oz.

Del Monte Juicy Sweet

See In-Ad Coupon
for $2.00 off Milk

¢

Hunt’s
Snack Pack

¢

Cereal
Squares

$

AFS Vendor Coupon
Expires Nov. 10, 2009

2

$

00

PLU# 9036
Scan Down

off

MILK
With This Coupon

When You Buy Three (3)
14 oz. Raisin Bran Extra or
14.4-18 oz Asst. Mini Wheats

Kellogg’s Cereal

for

Santitas
Tortilla Chips

1

TAW
Good only at participating Associated Food Stores.
Limit 1 coupon per item(s) purchased.
Limit 1 coupon per customer.

